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ASPIRATIONS
To ensure both impact and sustainability and to warrant that Old Mutual has social legitimacy
to operate in the various societies where it has presence across Africa.

NATURE OF THIS REPORT
The Old Mutual Foundation (OMF) South Af rica is about inclusive, transformative and sustainable socioeconomic development. It is the social investment arm of Old Mutual. This annual report integrates reporting
on Old Mutual Foundation’s financial, administrative, governance, managerial and operational activities
within the contexts in which the Foundation operates. It is an annual report aimed at all audiences who
have an interest in the work that Old Mutual does for the greater good. This report reflects the financial
year ended December 2021, with some reported activities extending into 2022 to accommodate publication
purposes and timing.
Fikile Kuhlase
Head of Old Mutual Foundation
April 2022
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BEHIND
THE FOUNDATION
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Foundation
Board

EDUCATION
Old Mutual’s Education
Flagship Programme
with a 2021-2025
Literacy and Numeracy
Strategy is anchored on

KEY ENABLERS

Home Language
and Old Mutual’s
Learn. Think. Do. whose
goal is to Mainstream
Financial Education

1.

The Spirit of Collaboration:
Embedding and

through multiple

strengthening the

platforms, formats and

‘Partnership Approach’

DR LINDA
NCUBE-NKOMO, CA(SA)
Chairperson

ADRIAN BURKE
Chairperson of
Investment Committee

DOT FIELD
Trustee

PROF LEKETI
MAKALELA
Trustee

THEMBISA MAPUKATA
Trustee

TABBY TSENGIWE
GM Public Affairs &
Sustainability

ANDISA NTSUBANE
Trustee
(until Nov 2021)

languages and 21 Acts
of Goodness to enable

OUR STRATEGY
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the Matric Class.

2.

Employee
Volunteerism:
as a co-function of
Human Capital and the
Foundation to promote
engaged employees
under the Diversity
and Inclusion pillar
of the Responsible

Foundation

Business Framework.

Team

The Employee Value

HUMANITARIAN
& DISASTER
SUPPORT

Proposition links up to
the Engaged Employee
strategic pillar.

Humanitarian & Disaster
Support refers to the
4Rs — Response, Relief

3.

Financial Wellbeing:
promoting Financial

and Recovery and

Education and Financial

Resilience.It is about

Inclusion.

responding rapidly to
unexpected natural or

FIKILE KUHLASE
Head of Foundation

DIANNE RICHARDS
Operations Manager

KANYISA DIAMOND
Senior Education Manager

LOUISE JONES
Senior CSI Consultant

LIYANDA MANQINA
CSI Consultant

SIMANGELE
LEKHULENI
CSI Consultant

JODY GREEN
CSI Consultant

ELMARIE BROOKS
Office Manager

human disasters, and
aiding in ways that
will have considerable
positive impact. The
emphasis is on Disaster
Risk Reduction (DRR) and
issues such as affordable
housing, GBVF and food
security.
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Agile and Responsive
The ability to respond timeously and effectively to the unexpected and
unplanned, and to recognise emerging opportunities.

THE TEN GUIDING PRINCIPLES
Our Guiding Principles are a broad philosophy that encompass our beliefs and
values and guide our strategy in all circumstances, irrespective of changes our
specific goals, scenarios or type of work.

Knowledge Building
We are intentional about learning as we work. Knowledge is power. It
evolves and thus calls upon us to reflect and build upon it.

Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs

Partnering for Impact

Maslow’s hierarchy of needs is foundational to our development
approach. We locate ourselves at the bottom rung of the hierarchy.
We will address physiological and basic needs mainly through our
Humanitarian focus.

Partnering is our mainstay. We partner with others to support longterm, sustainable, systemic and mass-based interventions.

Invest Rural
Evidence-Based Interventions
Data, research and knowledge practices ground our work, which is
evidence-based and empirical. The theory of change, monitoring,
evaluation and reporting frameworks are integrated.

Blended and Co-funding Approach
Various funding approaches are adopted - blended funding /
co-funding / implementing agency / partner approach.

Systemic Influence
We are cognisant of the political and institutional environment in
which we work, and seek ways to work with diverse bodies that are
positioned to achieve optimal positive change when aligned with
our values.

It is estimated that in SA, about 20 million people are based in rural
areas and villages. We commit to partner with the often neglected rural
communities, utilising traditional council structures and other community
structures. and business plans.

Non-Commercial, Social Benefit and Social Legitimacy
We undertake activities that are non-commercial but for social
benefit, public benefit and social impact. Our licence to operate is
based on our social legitimacy.

Inclusive, Transformative, Long-Term and Sustainable
Our aim is to undertake inclusive, transformative, long-term and
sustainable interventions that result in meaningful social impact.

11
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CHAIRPERSON’S
FOREWORD
were. As is mentioned elsewhere in this report, many

Goodness campaign and the close-out event of this

of the greatest needs were hidden deep in the rural

innovative programme, which is now one of the

areas of KZN, where we were able to form valuable

flagship programmes of the Old Mutual Foundation.

partnerships with traditional leaders and thus gain
access to seemingly forgotten communities. The
KwaZulu-Natal and Gauteng Provincial Management
Boards also played their part in getting us to many
hotspot communities and affected areas and

Dr Linda Ncube-Nkomo

challenges head on – especially the whirlwind
that was Covid-19.
If anything, the pandemic taught us to be
vigilant to disaster. So when the KwaZuluNatal and Gauteng looting broke out in July
2021 we were ready. Fikile Kuhlase, our able
and energetic Head of the Foundation, spent
a week travelling the length and breadth of
KZN and Gauteng, finding out what the needs

a PBO – a public benefit organisation status. This

Four areas were scoped and identified as priority

standard operating procedure framework, which will

areas for intervention: (1) food security (2) vandalised

take some time to formulate and perfect. By the end

small businesses (3) vandalised schools, especially

of the process, we will have a blueprint for operations

with matric classes and (4) de-escalation through

that will stand us in good stead for the years ahead.

trauma counselling, psycho-social support and positive

The overview by the Head of Foundation elaborates

messaging. We stepped up and made a difference,

on the many changes being implemented internally

with the OM Foundation making available a special

that will enable us to deepen our community impact

drawdown fund of R10 million to address the impacts

and continue to make a lasting contribution to

of the social unrest in each of these areas.

development in South Africa.

Last year I was privileged to witness first-hand

All of our work is made possible by the able and diligent

some of the work that the Foundation does in real

Trustees of the Board, the Investment Committee

time. I attended both the launch of the 21 Acts of

members, the Cross-Functional Management Team

repositioning of the Foundation and a whole new

of GMPAS (Group Marketing, Public Affairs and
Sustainability), the OM Foundation Management
team that delivers to the best of their abilities, and

as a country and as a Foundation, after two

has had its work cut out for it as we faced the

structure has changed; we are now transitioning to
means other changes are underway, including a

all aware of the challenges we have faced

aspect of our lives. Old Mutual Foundation

the year of transition for Old Mutual Foundation. Our

businesses.

The past year needs no introduction; we are

years of major disruptions to almost every

Internally, the year 2021 can best be summed up as

Our aim is to
deepen our
community impact
and make a lasting
contribution to
development in
South Africa

all the employees of Old Mutual Foundation. Thank
you, all of you, for enabling my role as the Chairperson
of Old Mutual Foundation.
As South Africa continues to grapple with severe
challenges, we are more committed than ever to
provide support and hope. The time is now to make
a difference!
Dr Linda Ncube-Nkomo; CA(SA),
Chairperson of the Old Mutual Foundation
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OVERVIEW BY
HEAD OF FOUNDATION
March 2021 saw the approval of the five-year
strategy of the Old Mutual Foundation by the
Board of Trustees. This strategy, running from
2021 to 2025, was executed from July 2021.
The second half of the year saw the phasing
out of the Enterprise Development portfolio
and the Skills Development portfolio, and the
phasing in of the Post-School Education and
Training (PSET) programme.
This shift was representative of a new way of
doing things at the Foundation, driven by the
•

vision of the Board of Old Mutual Foundation
Affairs and Sustainability (GMPAS), Ms Maserame

•

Mouyeme. She reviewed the operating model

Ms Fikile Kuhlase

of GMPAS, introduced the Targeted Operating
Model, and simultaneously championed the

•

Simplification of Trusts and Foundations

In June, two new independent trustees
joined the Board. Their expertise is most
welcome as we chart a new path for the Old

•

Approval of the long-term strategy of 2021 to

programme: the Literacy and Numeracy (LitNum)

to 6 August in Cape Town, South Africa. This is the

Strategy of 2021 to 2025.

first time the Netball World Cup will be hosted by

Public-Benefit-Organisation (PBO) status approval
Review of the operating model of the Old Mutual
Foundation as part of the GMPAS cluster of 		
Old Mutual Limited Group.

•

The introduction of two independent trustees
to the Board of the Foundation.

•

•

High visibility of the Foundation in social relief
and response in KZN.

•

Close collaboration with Government.

A Board that is more strategic and less

Ncube-Nkomo, and Professor Makelele Leketi.

operational – effected by the approval of the

We commit to rectify, simplify and amplify, as guided

Professor Leketi joined the newly established

disbandment of the Donations Committee

by the new OML Framework.

Cross-Functional Management Team, along

and the establishment of the Cross Functional

with one other trustee, Ms Dot Field.

Management Team.

The Cross-Functional Management Team

•

meets monthly to ensure that the Foundation
is agile and responsive in the delivery of

and a new long-term strategy kicking in,

erupted in KwaZulu-Natal and Gauteng, to

by the following two recognitions:
•

One of 12 Leading Women in CSI 2021 in July.

R1 million, in line with the Old Mutual Limited

•

Old Mutual Inkwenkwezi GMPAS Trailblazer of
the Year in December 2021.

Through the discretion of the GMPAS

With these governance processes underway,

responsibilities, the civil unrest of July 2021

On a personal level, I was humbled and honoured

of Foundation, which rose from R80 000 to
(OML) Group’s Governance Framework.

its mandate.

our hands were full. Then, to add to our

Increased delegated authority to the Head

•

Director, a further increase to R3 million

To the team behind the great work achieved by the

was effected.

Old Mutual Foundation – here’s to you! We also owe a

The reduction of areas of focus from five
to two: Education and Humanitarian and

Last but not least, best wishes to Netball South Africa,
who host the Netball World Cup 2023 from 28 July

biggest wins of Old Mutual Foundation in 2021
can be summarised as follows:

are honoured to serve.

Commencement of the new Education Flagship

As Head of the Foundation, I believe that the

Mutual Foundation. A very warm welcome is
extended to our new Chairperson, Dr Linda

the vulnerable and marginalised communities we

of Old Mutual Foundation.

which we responded swiftly and comprehensively.

Foundation obtaining approval to become
a Public Benefit Organisation (PBO).

Our most important stakeholders, however, remain

strategic direction.
2025 of the Old Mutual Foundation.

and the Director of Group Marketing, Public

process, which resulted in the Old Mutual

Disaster Support. These will constitute our new

great debt of gratitude to the Old Mutual Foundation
Board for providing strategic guidance and direction.

Africa. The OM Foundation will journey with Netball
SA as it leaves its impressive footprint and entrenches
legacy projects.
Thank you!
Fikile Kuhlase
Head of Old Mutual Foundation
and Social Investment
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02

PROGRAMMES

EDUCATION
LitNum
Learn. Think. Do
21 Acts of Goodness
Empowering Post-Matric Youth
Old Mutual Education Trust
(OMET)

HUMANITARIAN
Disaster Risk Reduction
Humanitarian Relief
Affordable Housing
Social Cohesion
Food Security
GBVF
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Inclusive prosperity begins with a sound and inspired education
system. As a responsible and caring business, Old Mutual ensures
education is a key focus area.
The last two years have been beyond challenging, with the pandemic
impacting all aspects of society, including our education system; an

EDUCATION

Our comprehensive Education Programme has a holistic focus, from
early childhood development (ECD) and basic education, right through
to the higher education phase.
Our commitment to improving education is supported by the
following programmes:
1.

LITNUM

2.

LEARN. THINK. DO

3.

21 ACTS OF GOODNESS

4.

EMPOWERING POST-MATRIC YOUTH

5.

OLD MUTUAL EDUCATION TRUST (OMET)

OUR FOCUS

Humanitarian and Disaster Support is a focus area situated within
the Old Mutual Foundation (OMF) as part of the new 5-year strategy
(2021-2025). This new focus area was launched in July 2021.
Humanitarian and Disaster Support in Response, Relief, Recovery,

HUMANITARIAN

OLD MUTUAL FOUNDATION STRATEGY

OUR PROGRAMMES

increased focus on education is more important than ever.

Resilience, Preparedness & mitigation. It is to respond rapidly to
unexpected natural or human disasters and to be able to aid in ways
that will have considerable and rapid positive impact. Partnership
with key stakeholders is key to delivering on this mandate.
Our commitment to contributing to humanitarian and disaster
needs is supported by the following programmes:
1.

DISASTER RISK REDUCTION

2.

HUMANITARIAN RELIEF

3.

AFFORDABLE HOUSING

4.

SOCIAL COHESION & MENTAL WELLNESS

5.

FOOD SECURITY

6.

GBVF
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Currently, the project is being implemented in 50
schools in Limpopo, in two districts – Mopani East
and Mopani West – 50 schools in the Eastern Cape,
in Chris Hani East and Amathole East, and 50 schools
in Mpumalanga, in Nkangala and Ehlanzeni districts.
While we will be working with 150 schools in total,

THE LITERACY AND
NUMERACY STRATEGY
(LITNUM): AN INTRODUCTION

the strategy is structured in such a way that, by

The six levers are:
1.

of teaching and learning policy).
2.
3.

and mathematics; how schools are managed
and enabled to achieve better learner outcomes).
4.

schools, it can then be used in other schools, through
Language and Mathematics subject advisors and
other key officials.
Old Mutual Foundation’s new five-year education

•

express opinions;

strategy, LitNum (Literacy and Numeracy), is designed

•

interpret visual texts; and

Old Mutual’s strategic goals are:

to run from 2021 to 2025. The goal of the project is

•

use appropriate tenses.

•

to improve reading and numeracy skills in primary
school learners in three provinces – Limpopo, the
Eastern Cape and Mpumalanga – with the possibility
of expanding to other provinces over time.

They also show poor organisational skills in writing.
A particular challenge for many children who do not

National and provincial statistics show that around

unable to understand their schoolwork, especially

half of learners in Grade 3 are unable to master the

in the lower grades. As a result, many cannot keep

reading skills expected of them at this age. This

up with the curriculum for their age group.

often gets worse as learners progress to higher
grades and fall further and further behind with

to improved quality education in South Africa.
•

The LitNum project is Old Mutual Foundation’s

their reading skills.

response to these realities, and has been developed

During the State of the Nation Address in 2019,

including the Departments of Education in Limpopo,

President Ramaphosa made a call that every

Eastern Cape and Mpumalanga, and a host of service

learner in South Africa should be able to read for

providers, teachers, principals, Department officials

meaning by age 10.

and parents.

Currently, many learners are unable to read for

The strategy aims to contribute to the quality of

meaning at this age. According to the Limpopo

education by improving the literacy and numeracy

Department of Education, gaps identified show

levels of South African children from Grades RR to 7,

that most learners at age 10 are unable to:

by using home language/bi- and multilingual teaching

•

extract meaning from text;

methods in order to build strong foundations and

•

make inferences.

the appropriate levels of skills.

•

draw conclusions;

in consultation with a broad range of stakeholders,

Mid-term: Improve literacy and numeracy levels
of South African children by age 10.

speak English at home, especially in rural areas, is
that they are often not proficient in English, and thus

Long-term: Contribute positively and significantly

•

Short-term: Increase the number of learners
in Grade 3 who have mastered the minimum
language and numeracy competencies required
for Grade 4.

This project’s goals are in line with those of the
Department of Basic Education, which aims to increase
to 90% the number of learners in Grades 3, 6 and 9
who have mastered the minimum competencies
in Language, Mathematics and Science by the end
of each year. The Department’s aim is that 90% of
learners in Grades 3, 6 and 9 will achieve 50% or
more in the annual assessments in these subjects.
The project will leverage six levers to achieve high
literacy and numeracy levels in the schools in
which we will be working. These levers will guide
the implementation, monitoring and evaluation
process of this project and will be investigated at
various points of the programme’s implementation.

Effective teacher coaching and mentoring in
class and on site to improve adoption.

content and materials, it will be appropriate and of
a high standard. Once tested and piloted at the 150

Effective teachers and school leaders (content
knowledge of teachers to teach literacy, numeracy

each province, what is developed is quality assured,
it reaches schools. This means that both in training

High quality text and materials (as well as age
appropriateness and availability).

partnering with the Education Departments in
approved and signed off by the Department before

Enabling policies and standards (e.g. language

5.

Continuous assessments that inform instruction
and learning.

6.

Regular practice outside of school (parents and
communities encouraging children to read and
do maths).

Practically, what all of this means is that the strategy
seeks to contribute towards the improvement of
literacy and numeracy by building the foundational
building blocks early in the child’s development,
using home languages, which in our case are African
languages. Language is recognised as an asset
which already exists in communities; their use can
optimise teaching and learning in all subjects. In
the Eastern Cape, the focus is on IsiXhosa as a start;
in Limpopo, the focus will be Xitsonga and Sepedi
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PROGRAMME FOOTPRINT OVER A
FIVE-YEAR PERIOD (2021 – 2025)

as a start, and in Mpumalanga, isiNdebele and
SiSwati, also as a start.
Currently, home languages are used for teaching
and learning up to Grade 3. From Grade 4, learners
are expected to start the switch to English as the

For the duration of the programme, we hope to reach the following numbers directly (see

medium of teaching and learning. The programme

table). To ensure maximum effectiveness, the project will follow a holistic approach involving

proposes the use of African languages beyond

all role players, including government, district officials, partners, school management, teachers,

Grade 3, to enable learners to fully immerse

parents and communities. Both literacy and numeracy skills need to be practised, not only at

themselves in their learning journey while their

school, but also in the home; thus, parents will be key to ensuring that children read regularly

English competency is not yet fully developed.

and engage in fun reading and mathematics-related activities.

Currently, teachers use code switching (moving
between English and the home language) to
teach from Grade 4 onward, in an attempt to get

TARGETED PROGRAMME REACH
OVER 5 YEARS - DIRECT

learners to understand better. This means they
are already using bilingual teaching methods in
their classrooms. What is needed now is to equip
teachers with the correct methodologies to do

TOTAL

EC

LP

MP

Number of learners

62045

13153

26 523

22369

Number of schools

150

50

50

50

Number of districts

6

2

2

2

Number of language teachers

1204

252

677

275

Number of Mathematics teachers

1062

252

452

358

Number of principals

150

50

50

50

Number of deputy principals

150

50

50

50

Number of HoDs

600

200

200

200

62045

13153

26523

22369

150

50

50

50

this, so that they continue to teach optimally
while moving between languages. We also need
to sensitise them to the value in this method
of teaching, without having them feel that they
are contravening the policy or doing something
wrong by speaking the mother tongue. We also
wish to provide them with a choice of teaching
and learning aids, available in languages other
than English and Afrikaans.
The objectives of the LitNum Education Strategy
will be achieved by
•

strengthening the instructional leadership
capacity of school leaders;

•

improving teachers’ professional content and
pedagogical knowledge and skills in teaching
literacy and numeracy;

•

and numeracy in Early Childhood Development.
Building school management capabilities
Improvement in learners’ performance will not be
achieved if teachers and team leaders are not highly
competent at what they do – whether teaching the
curriculum or leading the school. According to the
Department of Education, a focus on certain key
areas will improve and build effective leadership at
schools. These key areas are curriculum coverage
and management, creativity, collaboration, capacity
building and culture. School leaders need to cultivate
a culture of decisive leadership in order to bring

and performance of learners by providing

about true transformation.

home language;
enhancing research capacity as well as content
and pedagogical knowledge within and across
the education system;
•

contributing towards improving emergent literacy

improving the literacy and numeracy learning
greater access to quality resources in their

•

•

Number of parents
Languages and Mathematics
Subject advisors language

Leaders will be required to monitor and evaluate
progress during the project to determine challenges
and issues that may hinder progress, and will be
supported to make the necessary changes to see
tangible improvements in themselves and in learners.

involving parents in the support of their children’s

The programme will include instructional leadership

competency in literacy and numeracy;

development and engagements for all officials who
support the school ecosystem.

The numbers above are indicative, as they are based on 2021 data; thus the actual numbers will
be fluid each year, with the 2021 numbers giving us a minimum to aim for. The ambition is that,
through subject advisors, more schools, learners and teachers will be reached by the end of 2025.
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2021 Education Flagship Activities

differentiated learning in the classroom, as does
the variation in learner competency in classes.

In December 2021, a series of planning workshops for

•

the LitNum project were hosted with the respective

project success and need to be addressed through

Departments of Education, Old Mutual and service

conversations and advocacy with schools and

providers to determine the project’s outcomes. The

the DBE. In particular:

aim was to ensure that the programme is aligned with
•

provincial intent for 2022, to agree on a programme
implementation plan and to discuss the terms for

•

of chalk, paper, pens and pencils.

was presented. Core activities and timelines for
•

implementation from 2022 were discussed, along
with a management plan outlining the responsibilities

•

evaluation framework.

programme based on a strong programme theory
of change.
The virtual meetings were attended by the Chief
Directors for Curriculum, Directors for Curriculum,
Teacher Development, and E-learning, District Directors,
Chief Education Specialists, Curriculum Managers,
Curriculum Planners and Subject Advisors. The
curriculum directorate was mostly represented for
Languages and Mathematics, both in the foundation
and intermediate phase. The meetings had a 100%
attendance rate.
September to November 2021: The programme team
and appointed implementers spent a considerable
time on the road, engaging with all stakeholders,
including parents, on the strategy. The intent was to

excitement at the prospect of integrating ICT
school leadership capability and general state of

into their classrooms. This enthusiasm was

their infrastructure.

demonstrated through 37 educators who were

Mathematics baselines were conducted in only one
province in 2021, using the Early Grade Mathematics
Assessments (EGMA). Mathematics baselines for the

2021 across 40% of schools in the project. These were

General lessons learned
•

project, literacy levels, mathematics performance,

The assessments highlighted that class size is
a lower risk to success in rural schools than in
urban schools, where class sizes are typically
40 – 60 learners.

•

75% of schools reported adequate classroom
space, with average classroom sizes of between

After our stakeholder onboarding sessions, the service

of where they are ‘at’, in terms of readiness for the

Mathematics assessments

100 schools, in two provinces.

general overview of the information collected.

the Grade 1 Early Grade Mathematics Assessments
(EGMA) to measure Grade 1s, the Junior EGMA to
measure mastery of the core foundation phase
concepts of Grade 3s (as they end the foundation
phase), and the Senior EGMA, to measure mastery
of core intermediate phase concepts of Grade 6s as

A quarter of the schools reported inadequate
space, with 40% having to deal with multigrade classrooms. This supports the necessity of

Study (NIDS), the Coronavirus Rapid Mobile Survey
(CRAM) 1, and the recent NIDS-CRAM survey. These
investigations raise possible routes of impact,
revealing losses in teaching and learning times
because of Covid-19.

findings. They include the Progress in International
Reading Literacy (PIRLS, 2016) and the Annual
National Assessment (ANA) results of 2012-2014. All
show particularly poor performance among learners
in Grade 4, at the point where they transition from
learning in an African language to learning in English.
In reflecting on the above, it is important to keep
in mind the context in which these assessments
were conducted:
•

The EGMA assessment result shows that just

they end the intermediate phase. Each assessment

under a third of Grade 1 learners had grade-

rated learners according to four levels:

appropriate competency. This percentage reduces

•

Level 4 = Grade level competency.

•

Level 3 = Competence in many of the key areas,
with significant gaps.

•

significantly to 6% of Grade 3 learners and just
under 5% of Grade 6 learners.
•

•

Level 1 = Very limited to no mastery of key maths
concepts appropriate to their grade.

These results are not surprising, given the Trends
in International Mathematics and Science Study

Level 2 = Competence in a limited number of

(TIMSS) results for South African learners.

the key areas.

34 and 36.
•

Education through the National Income Dynamics

others have been conducted which report similar

measure learner competency in Maths in November

and Mathematics programme. Below we provide a

the learning losses reported by the Department of

In addition to these fairly recent assessments, several

Oral reading fluency tests were also conducted in

information which will help structure the numeracy

learning gaps in all grades. This finding aligns with

installed – all of it outside of working hours.

The project used three assessment instruments to

Through the profiling of schools, we learned useful

Key observations: EGMA results suggest considerable

and using digital content just days after it was

other provinces will form part of the 2022 planning.

languages. These meeting were well attended, and,

were profiled, so that we have an understanding

already spending a total of 62 hours exploring

Lessons Learned During School Profiling

programme, given its focus on the use of African

providers visited all 150 schools involved. The schools

Highlight: Despite overall low scores on the ICT
familiarity assessment, educators expressed

ascertain views and the palatability of the intended

in some instances, oversubscribed.

Amenities: Over 40% of schools report not being
satisfied with their ablutions.

of the service providers, and a draft monitoring and

enabled us to develop a coordinated, seamless

Lack of stationery could be a hindrance, with
37% of schools reporting inadequate quantities

At these meetings, a draft plan for the project

was the involvement of many stakeholders. This

Teaching and counting aids are needed at 63%
of schools.

setting up a provincial coordinating committee.

Highlight: One of the strengths of these consultations

Several factors in classrooms could influence

•

They also show the severity of the impact of Covid
over the past two years on learners, especially
among learners completing Grade 3. Most seem
unlikely to cope with the Grade 4 curriculum,
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•

•

This shows the difficulty that teachers face in

none of the learners met the EFAL (English first

pitching the work at the level of learners in the

additional language) benchmarks for reading,

classroom.

and fewer than 10% of the schools had learners
meeting the home language benchmarks.

It also suggests that a differentiated approach
is essential, where learners may engage with

•

Currently there are no standardised oral reading
norms for the majority of South African languages

content at their own level.

(Ardington et al., 2020).
2021 reach through baseline assessments

•

The differences in word length in the disjunctive
and conjunctive orthographies of African

Number of schools assessed

20

languages affect the pace at which people
read the individual words. This has important
implications for benchmarking and for identifying

Number of learners sampled

1 318

at-risk readers at different grade levels. The
Nguni languages, for instance, are read at a
lower words-per-minute rate than English,

It is worth noting that this is a significant sample,
which requires core Maths foundations to be in
place to fully engage with the content.
•

Grade 6 learners fared a little better, with 30%
achieving Level 3. However, in line with the
common trend in the education system, 41% of
Grade 6 learners are showing very limited to no
grade-appropriate competency.

•

This suggests that Covid had less impact on
more competent intermediate phase learners

providing indicative data for the entire project. At
the school level, assessments based on such high
numbers are a powerful tool, enabling us to better
respond to all learners in each school.

General lessons learned
•

to support reading, such as handwriting posters,

their increased level of independence. However,

large books, reading worksheets, graded readers,

overall, most learners are at risk.

or classroom or school libraries. Reading resources

The assessments we took also indicate that,
within classrooms, learners have vastly different

•

90% of schools have Grade 1 learners

approach has an enormous body of supporting

75% of schools have Grade 3 learners

empirical evidence, gathered through more than

with at least three different competency

100 years of evidence. A grasp of phonics is even

levels, with 25% being schools where all

more relevant to languages with transparent

learners are falling behind.

orthographies, where there is no need to teach
whole word recognition.

85% of schools have Grade 6 learners
with at least three different competency
levels.

teachers and learners once the programme is
implemented in 2022. These will enable blended

•

Oral reading fluency tests conducted with a
sample of learners in some schools revealed that

teaching programmes, offering both online and

2021 reach through baseline assessments

face-to-face engagements.
•

Number of schools assessed

100

Through surveying schools, we learned that most
have existing, underutilised digital devices in the
form of computer labs, laptops and tablets, which
we will leverage by loading with Mathematics

Number of learners sampled

2 703

digital content. A total of 33 schools in Limpopo
were loaded with Heymath Mathematics digital
content for Grades R – 7, on 123 school-owned

Understanding these aspects as they relate to
improving literacy is key. They enable us to take the

to target our work appropriately. At all costs, we

language, is the phonics-based approach. The

We purchased 823 tablets which will be used by

minute) for African languages.

Most teachers do not have a systematic way of

for the teaching of reading, in any alphabetic

levels.

–

•

minimum standard for WCPM (word count per

are critical to improve reading and comprehension.

effect on reading as the only appropriate method

with at least three different competency
–

Home Language benchmarks are a tentative

context into account when we work with schools,

selecting and teaching phonics. This has a negative

levels of maths competency:
–

activities:

have complete sets of the necessary resources

than on foundation phase learners, owing to

•

More than 30% of the schools surveyed do not

the profiling of schools, we engaged in the following

because the words are longer. Therefore, the

Reading assessments
Literacy baselines were conducted in two provinces.

onboard schools and other key stakeholders, and

districts and provinces, to avoid duplication, and
wish to avoid confusion by unnecessarily bringing
in new methodologies to teachers without first
understanding what they are dealing with. The
information gleaned through these assessments
will help us to better understand what is needed
and, in partnership and in conversation with the
provincial Departments of Education, direct our

laptops and 19 devices owned by officials who
support and manage the schools. This will enable
officials to track and monitor progress in the
schools. Officials who received devices were:

CURRICULUM SUPPORT
OFFICIALS

Circuit Managers

3 laptops

Chief and Deputy
Education Specialists

8 laptops

funding in a targeted way.
Subject Advisors
Other Activities
Over and above the stakeholder engagements to

NUMBER OF DEVICES

Schools

8 laptops
and 1 desktop
123 laptops
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Highlight: We also engaged extensively with

to be when it comes to the education of their

parents. We learned that while parents are not

children. In total, 1 072 parents attended these

against having their children taught in their

meetings in one province.

home language, they are concerned about
their children obtaining a good education that

•

Conclusion
Old Mutual Foundation is satisfied that, together
with our partners in the LitNum project, we have laid

Highlight: The Mathematics programme planned

a strong foundation for the literacy and numeracy

for Mpumalanga and the Eastern Cape requires

will enable them to grasp opportunities when

intervention already underway in several schools

teacher assistants in class who will work with

they complete school. Strong buy-in for the

in the three provinces. Such an intervention is

learners after school once they are fully trained. In

programme was indicated in all stakeholder

imperative; we cannot allow our nation’s school

preparation for 2022 programme implementation,

engagements with officials, parents and educators.

children to be so affected by two years of disrupted

102 unemployed youth were recruited, appointed

The high numbers of parents who attended

teaching without a concerted effort to address this

and trained, and will be placed in 87 schools –

these meetings suggest that South African

and other challenges.

50 in Mpumalanga and 37 in the Eastern Cape.

parents are not as passive as they are made out

We look forward to engagements over the next four
years in all the schools and with all of the parents,

2021 Spend and Programmes Funded

teachers, and district officials identified, hoping and
intending to report measurable improvements in

PROGRAMMES

literacy and numeracy performance by the end of

PROJECTS & OPERATIONS

PROVINCE

2021
ALLOCATION

EC

LP

MP

EC, LP, MP

R4 885 087

R 1 699 844

R1 485 399

R 1 699 844

the intervention.

Literacy & Languages - isiXhosa, Sepedi,
Xitsonga, iSindebele, Siswati - reading
assessments, profiling reading status and
development of materials

2021 Numbers Reached Through Stakeholder
Engagements and School Profiling Activities 8.

Numeracy/Mathematics - assessments,
profiling of schools, versioning of materials

EC, LP, MP

R6 296 421

R 1 991 763

R1 806 457

R 2 498 299

EC, LP, MP

R1 800 000

R900 000

R900 000

R871 484

and purchasing digital content licences
Leadership Development
Training Subject Advisors on Early Grade
Reading Assessments and Structured
Lesson Plans for Teaching Mathematics with

EC, LP, MP

R2 471 160

R823 720

R823 720

Education - DBE
Development of Sesotho and Isizulu Reading
Programme for B-ED Qualification
Development of Xitsonga Early Grade
Reading Benchmarks
School Impact Fund - School Bursaries for
Old Mutual Independent Schools
Early Grade Mathematics Assessments
DIRECT ALLOCATION TO PROJECT
IMPLEMENTATION
PROJECT MANAGEMENT COSTS
EARLY GRADE MATHEMATICS
ASSESSMENTS
Total Expenditure

DBE
National

R430 000

DHET

R295 033

LP

R2 652 711

Gauteng

R200 000

EC

R1 040 000

R2 652 711

Schools, districts, provinces

Schools: 150,
Districts: 6,
Provinces: 3

Number of learners reached
through reading and
Mathematics assessments

4 021

Number of principals
reached through stakeholder
consultations

150

Number of teachers reached
through stakeholder
consultations

2266

Number of parents reached

R1 040 000

through stakeholder

1072

consultations

R20 070 412
R570 627

Number of learners reached
indirectly through school

R1 000 000

profiling
R21 641 039

NUMBERS

R823 720

Understanding
Establishment of a Language Unit in

INDICATOR

R6 455 327

R7 668 287

R5 893 248

58 024 (excludes
learners reached
directly through
assessments)
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LEARN. THINK. DO.

Old Mutual Learn. Think. Do. (L.T.D) is a programme

In South Africa, the content has been distributed

out nationally in 2022. In South Africa we will build

designed to leverage 175 years of financial experience

via the Department of Education’s Cloud portal

on our content resources to ensure a greater range

for the benefit of our communitites across Africa. The

and on TV in partnership with the DBE-TV. This

of subjects and grades and continue to support

programme aims to deliver improved engagement

distribution approach provides scalability even in

the recovery agenda to catch up loss of learning

of f inancial concepts through mainstreaming

rural and low-digital communities. The test & learn

incurred in the pandemic period. We will monitor

f inancial education into existing curricula with

period delivered over 300 000 audience viewers on

both pillars of our approach to evaluate long term

a vision to improve f inancial literacy across the

DBE-TV and over 20 000 learners engaged for an

learning outcomes. In 2023 and beyond we will

countries we operate in. It is a multi-platform,

average of 6 minutes on digital app-based learning.

build on these approaches in other countries we

multi-format and multi-language approach to

In addition to the direct to learner, we also engaged

operate in, improving financial literacy for millions

scale education recovery.

90 teachers in training aimed to improve their digital

in our collective community.

Learn.Think.Do launched in 2021 with a test and learn
approach to mainstream financial education into

and financial confidence and encourage the active
use of these new content sources.

our national curricula in South Af rica and Kenya.

In Kenya, the focus has been on developing teacher

The financial mainstreaming approach is effectively

training guidelines and a course that will be rolled

a strategy that leverages the existing curriculum
subjects and strengthens the conceptual learning,
underpinned by improved teacher pedagogy.
Through the production of multi-format, multilingual high-quality content that relates to real-world
stories, we intend to increase understanding and
develop greater learning engagement which should
lead to long-term improved learning outcomes.
The content is made f reely available to multiple
learning platforms in all 11 languages as well as
sign language and Braille options.
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CELEBRATING THE MATRIC CLASS OF
2021 IN THE EASTERN CAPE, FREE STATE,
KWAZULU-NATAL AND LIMPOPO

Provinces we worked in, in 2021. Old Mutual has worked

•

Lumko High School

in the Eastern Cape province since the beginning

•

Qaqamba Senior Secondary School

•

Richard Varha High School

•

Toise Senior Secondary School

of its Education Flagship programme in 2013, and
more than R85 million has been invested by
Old Mutual in the Eastern Cape Education, the largest
most investment to date. It is with great pleasure
to note the upward trajectory of their results for the
past few years, and we would like to congratulate Dr.

We extend our heartfelt congratulations to KZN
and Free State. Moreover, some schools who have
also performed well in Limpopo despite the drop in

Naledi Mbude the newly appointed Superintendent

results in the province:

General as of June 2021 and her entire executive

•

Jane Furse Comprehensive

•

Jane Furse Leap School,

team, school principals and teachers.
A special tribute is given to the following schools we

and we would like to put a spotlight on Mr Makau

worked with between 2013 – 2020 from the Buffalo

and his team, who have worked extremely hard,

City District; who have also played their part in the

the Principal of Lengama Senior Secondary School

stellar results achieved by the Eastern Cape Province:

in Limpopo, Sekhukhune East. Lengama received

•

Ebenezer Majombozi High School

infrastructure upgrades in 2021 through a partnership

•

Enoch Sontonga Senior Secondary School

and Cash Build and leadership development between

•

Gasela High School

•

Greenpoint Secondary School

•

Hector Peterson High School

•

Kusile Comprehesive School

•

Uyasa Senior Secondary School

between the Department of Education, Old Mutual
2016 and 2019. He was beaming with pride when
he pointed out that the leadership development
sessions and infrastructure upgrades were a boost
for the morale of the teachers and learners. Lengama
achieved a 77% pass rate, with a bachelor pass rate
of 35,29 %, an improvement from a pass rate of 52%
in 2019, 12% in 2020.

“

EDUCATION IS
THE PASSPORT
TO THE FUTURE,
FOR TOMORROW
BELONGS TO THOSE
WHO PREPARE FOR IT
TODAY.”

NELSON MANDELA
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21 ACTS OF GOODNESS
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•

Provide psychosocial support through mental

1.
2.

FoondaMate

3.

Centre For Mental Wellness & Leadership

4.

loveLife

5.

Yethu Scholars & Vision 2020

6.

Velle

involvement of a host of implementers, enablers

7.

Phakamani Youth Minds Academy

and strategic partners. The Imbumba Foundation

8.

Global Maritime Youth

9.

Princess Gabo Foundation

•

Expose matriculants to post-matric opportunities:
help with university, TVET, NSFAS and bursary
applications.

•

Link matriculants to the Second Matric Chance
Programme.

The above objectives were achieved through the

21 ACTS OF GOODNESS TO
ENABLE THE MATRIC CLASS
OF 2021

managed the project, running a comprehensive social
media campaign and co-ordinating the input of a
great variety of organisations and individuals who
gave of their time to support matriculants across
the country.
When considering the outcomes of the campaign in

development. It is also one of the most important

A host of other partners, including Brand SA, the

ways in which we can champion positive futures for

Department of Education Mpumalanga and Old

the youth of our country. Old Mutual Foundation is

Mutual Insure, participated in the programme,

therefore heavily invested in education, including

ensuring its stability and success.

Clement Moasa from Skeem Saam TV show

2.

Thuthuka Mthembu from Uzalo TV show

3.

Tebogo Proverb Tekiso (aka Proverb)

4.

Cathy Mohlahlana, SA FM & NewzRoom presenter

5.

Mpumi Mbethe, Rise FM presenter

6.

Sibusiso Vilane, global champion and mountaineer

7.

Captain Londy Ngcobo, the first black female

to join in the future.
The programme fulfilled several United Nations
Sustainable Development Goals:
•

Goal 4: Ensure inclusive and equitable quality
opportunities for all.

The 21 Acts of Goodness campaign is anchored on the

•

Goal 5: Achieve gender equality and empower
all women and girls.

values of Nelson Mandela – service, active citizenship

Dr Blade Nzimande, Minister of Higher Education,

and social activism – and implemented in partnership

Science and Innovation, closed-out the 2021

with the Department of Education, Nelson Mandela

instalment of the 21 Acts of Goodness at Vhembe

Foundation, BrandSA, loveLife and other parties.

District in Limpopo Province. The 21 Acts of Goodness

The campaign was born in 2020, marking the 21st

close-out programme is designed to be a fun,

anniversaries of the Old Mutual Foundation, loveLife

informal get-together, bringing current partners

and the Nelson Mandela Foundation. It was conceived

and future partners together for dialogue, so that

as a fitting way to celebrate the three organisations’

all may benefit f rom lessons learned.

IMPLEMENTING PARTNERS

THIS YEAR

One of the strengths of the programme was the

milestone birthdays and to support the matric class
of 2020, who were in need of support owing to the
closing of schools during the Covid-19 pandemic.
The initiative was kicked off by several well-known
faces; Siya Kolisi, the 2019 winning rugby World Cup

The 21 Acts of Goodness Campaign had four objectives:
•

Provide academic support to the matric class.

dredge master

education and promote lifelong learning

through the 21 Acts of Goodness campaign.
CLOSE-OUT OF 2021

12. The Institute of Afrikology

1.

an optimal programme for other corporate partners
Luvuyo Madasa, Executive Director of ReimagineSA.

Royal Bakangomane Foundation

Foundation, we can conclude that the campaign gave

in terms of the kinds of support provided, make it

long-term, inclusive, transformative socio-economic

11.

In addition, we worked with seven enabling partners:

the scope of the campaign, both geographically and

captain, Mpumi Mbethe, radio and TV presenter, and

10. Dimphonyana Tsa Lapeng

relation to the generous investment by Old Mutual
an excellent return on CSI investment. We believe

Education is a powerful agent of change, driving

Woza Matrics, Tswelopelo and National Education
Collaboration Trust

wellness input by a number of practitioners.

•

Goal 10: Reduce inequality within and among
countries.

•

Goal 17: Strengthen the means of implementation
and revitalise the global partnership for sustainable
development.

number and diversity of project implementation
partners who helped us deliver on our goals.
These were:

8.

Zari Hassan, ‘The Boss Lady’
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The total number of matric learners reached was over
300 000, most through online interactions and programmes.
In total, 1720 were reached in person, with 2504 sanitary

OLD MUTUAL FOUNDATION

THE HONOUR AND PRIVILEGE OF
LEADERSHIP BUY-IN

pad packs and 1720 dignity packs and food packs delivered
at events held in schools and communities.

Together, we want to make a positive and lasting difference to young people in need across the country. The
21AoG Programme of 2021 hosted 3 MECs of Education from Gauteng, Mpumalanga and KwaZulu-Natal, as well

A particularly noteworthy aspect of the in-person component

as the national Minister of Higher Education, Training, Science and Innovation.

of the campaign was the Global Maritime Youth programme,
giving 21 young people exposure to opportunities in the
maritime field. Specifically:
•

The Ocean Economy Tour took place from 05 -07
October 2021 in Durban, KwaZulu-Natal.

•

21 top matric learners from participating Caring4Girls
beneficiary schools, from all nine provinces, were
selected to participate.

•

The tour was hosted by one of the 21AOG enablers,
Captain Londy Ngcobo, the first African female
dredge master (Ship Navigator), and founder of Global
Maritime Youth.

•

For most of these learners, the tour represented a first
on many fronts; first time flying in an aeroplane, first
time seeing the ocean, staying in a hotel, taking a boat

BONAKELE MAJUBA

PANYAZA LESUFI

KWAZI MSHENGU

MEC for Education: Mpumalanga

MEC for Education: Gauteng

MEC for Education: KZN

cruise and visiting an aquarium.
•

The purpose of this tour was to create awareness around
South Africa’s ocean economy and to expose and inspire
a range of possibilities and career choices in this field.

Given the effect that this tour had on the Mpumalanga
Province learners who participated in 2020, it was paramount
to implement it again in 2021, this time including more
students from all provinces.
WAY FORWARD
For the 2022 campaign we will initiate the project much
earlier than in former years and run the programme through
to November. 2022 sees a deep and narrow approach
targeting 21 schools - with more innovative, engaging and
effective interventions throughout the year, for the physical,
academic, psychological and emotional wellbeing of our
country’s learners.
We look forward to hearing your thoughts and ideas on
how we can make this the best and most memorable 21
Act of Goodness to date.

IMFUNDO
IYASEBENZELWA” WAS
THE SONG AND RALLYING
CALL BY MINISTER, DR.
BLADE NZIMANDE, WHO
CLOSED-OUT THE 2021
PROGRAMME.
DR. BLADE NZIMANDE
Minister of Higher Education, Science and Innovation
of South Africa
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When Uvanka discussed the opportunity to travel

her school got in touch with her about the 21 Acts

afforded her by the initiative, her voice really came

of Goodness initiative because they saw the change

to life. “In October last year, the programme gave me

it made in her.

the chance to take my first trip on a plane. I was so
excited. The best part was that I got to meet Captain
Londy,” said Uvanka.

afforded Uvanka the support she needed, as a human

Londy Ngcobo is Africa’s first female Dredge Master.

initiative provided an empowering experience for

She is an international ship navigation officer and

her. She was helped to tap into her resilience. She

maritime advocate. Uvanka recounts how that

built a social support network for herself and other

meeting, coordinated by the 21 Acts of Goodness,

students that faced the challenges of the pandemic.

changed her life. She excitedly exclaimed, “After

She will never forget the life-changing meeting

that meeting, I believed anything in life is possible.”

with a woman that looked like her, Captain Londy.

In her reflection on her trip to Durban, she talked
about the people she met and the experiences she
had. After her trip, she said her community saw her
as a beacon of light. Uvanka proudly said, “I became
a kind of motivational speaker and students would
come to me.” She explained how the students at

21 Acts of Goodness
There is no doubt that matriculants remember the

When Uvanka was selected as a recipient of the Old

stress, strain, and challenges of their matric year. The

Mutual Foundation’s initiative, she felt a renewed

late nights, study groups, and sample tests that lay

motivation. She was provided with psycho-social

strewn over bedroom floors and dining room tables.

support by representatives of the initiative and was

However, the matric classes of 2020 and 2021 were

empowered to create further support for herself.

undoubtedly unique in the challenges they faced.

Uvanka became part of a support system with the

In the midst of a crippling pandemic, teachers and

other recipients of the initiative. These recipients

students faced unprecedented conditions that

from across South Africa used social networking

disrupted their lives.

platforms to create support groups. They shared

Uvanka felt overwhelmed and worried at the dawn
of the pandemic. Life as she knew it locked down.
Teachers and students faced a very different learning
experience without preparation or resources at

their challenges, triumphs, study tips, and pandemic
experiences with each other. Through their uncertainty
of the future, they found solidarity through their
newfound social connections.

Gobetse Secondary School in the Ngwaabe circuit,

The Old Mutual Foundation sought to fulfil an often

Limpopo.

overlooked need specifically for female students in

Thankfully, the Old Mutual Foundation showed its
unwavering support for the youth of South Africa
during this time through its 21 Acts of Goodness
initiative. In her story, Uvanka Makgolane explains
how Old Mutual’s helping hand changed her life.

South Africa. Uvanka deeply appreciated that every
month dignity packs were provided to female students.
She felt such a relief that during such a trying time,
the 21 Acts of Goodness took into consideration her
needs as a woman. This meant so much to her and
her fellow colleagues at school.

The Old Mutual Foundation’s 21 Acts of Goodness
being and as a matric student. Beyond that, the

Uvanka’s experience of the 21 Acts of Goodness is
a shining example of how power used for good,
produces more goodness. This story is a reminder
that even in the face of obstacles, with support, we
can make it to the finish line. Uvanka thanks the
Old Mutual Foundation with all her heart.
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YETHU SCHOLARS

WE SHINE A LIGHT ON YETHU SCHOLARS WHO
WENT TO DEEP RURAL SA WITH THE PROGRAMME,
SIYABONGA!

•

Nomcebo Magubane (2021) – B Law (LLB),

•

University of Zululand
•

Sbongakonke Zungi (2021) – B Social Science

University of Johannesburg
•

(Development Studies), Walter Sisulu
University
‘Education is the movement from darkness to

for the benefit of their future, recognising that the

light.’ Alan Bloom

journey to a prosperous future begins at an early

•

University of KwaZulu-Natal

age. It is imperative that the youth is assisted in
After conducting extensive research in

understanding career and educational choices, so

communities, Old Mutual Foundation helped

that they are equipped to make optimum choices

found Yethu Scholars in 2013 in an attempt to

in relation to their unique interests and talents.

tackle young people’s many social challenges.

Yethu Scholars has been part of the 21 Acts of

Yethu Scholars is an educational community

Goodness campaign since 2021, reaching over

development, initiated by young people for young

20 000 Grade 12 learners during this time. Over

people.

6000 of these are now enrolled in universities and
9000 are studying at TVET colleges.

SCOPE OF WORK
•

Career guidance

Some of the young people assisted by Yethu

•

TVET college applications

Scholars through the 21 Acts of Goodness

•

Online university applications

campaign are listed below. Some are funded by

•

NSFAS applications

NSFAS and others by bursaries.

•

Bursary applications

•

Study tips

career choices, and to become socially responsible

•

Mendy Sibanyoni (2020) – B Health Science
(Pharmacy), University of KwaZulu-Natal

Sisanda Mthethwa (2021) – B Psychology,
University of the Free State

•

Asande Mtetwa (2021) – BSc Chemistry,
University of Johannesburg

•

Ayanda Mthimkhulu (2021) – B Com
Accounting, University of Free State

•

Snethemba Ntshangase (2021) – B Logistics,
University of Zululand

•

Wenzile Mdletshe (2021) – B Com Accounting,
University of KwaZulu-Natal
Nozipho Sibiya (2021) – B Development
Studies, University of Zululand

Bongumusa Sibiya (2020) – BSc Computer
Science, University of Johannesburg

The organisation encourages youth to become
proactive in building a sound future, to make wise

•

•
•

Mlungisi Mpungose (2021) – B Medicine,

•

Thulisile Sithebe (2021) – B Com Economics,
University of KwaZulu-Natal

Asanda Mbatha (2021) – B Public Relations,

Nondumiso Jobe (2021) – B Human Resources,
University of South Africa

•

Tholinhlanhla Gumede (2021) – B Education,
University of Zululand

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
Mcee Bongani Mchunu,
yethuscholarsorg@gmail.com and 0734378120
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POST-SCHOOL EDUCATION
AND TRAINING (PSET)

Through Post-School Education and Training
we invest in skills development and holistic
support for unemployed youth, assisting
them to access employment opportunities

3.

PSET accommodates different age groups

Definitions of youth vary considerably amongst

in its various programmes:

countries. The United Nations defines the youth as

–

Programme accommodates youth

and improved livelihoods. In 2021, we invested

below 18, guiding them back into

over R5.7 million in empowering 470 youth

the learning environment.

through job creation via peer-education, youth
employability via digital literacy training and

The Second Chance Matric

–

Vocational skills programmes such

green economy skills, and in building youth

as the NBI/TVET Green Skills and

micro-businesses.

Plumbing recruits youth aged 18
and upwards.

The PSET mandate:

–

Older youth (25 and upwards) are
better suited to entrepreneurism
and youth microbusinesses.

4. Community Education and Training
(CET) Colleges and Community Learning

15
1.

2.

AGE FOCUS

18-25

34

Centres (CLCs) are the key focus of OMF’s
PSET portfolio.

Our primary age focus is youth aged 18-25,

The National Youth Commission Act 1996

with a secondary ‘catchment’ zone that

defines youth as people aged 14–35 years. As

extends down to 15 and up to 35.

in many other developing countries, South

While it is important that we focus on the
primary age group of 18-25, we guard against
being too rigid to the dynamics of the youth
landscape in South Africa, which particularly
disadvantages young women.

Africa’s population is quite young. StatsSA
reports on youth in two categories; broadly
as people aged 15-34, and more narrowly as
aged 15-24. The following is an excerpt from
StatsSA (QLFS Q1 2021):

those aged between 15 and 24 years. The United
Nations, however, recognises that each region may
have its own specific definition of youth. In South
Africa, youth consists of those aged 15 to 34 years. It is
often asked why children aged 15 to 18 years, who are
supposed to be in school, are included in the workingage population. This is informed by the compulsory
school attendance age. The South African Schools
Act 84 of 1996 states: ‘Subject to this Act and any
applicable provincial law, every parent must cause
every learner for whom he or she is responsible to
attend a school from the first school day of the year
in which such learner reaches the age of seven years
until the last school day of the year in which such
learner reaches the age of fifteen years or the ninth
grade, whichever occurs first.’
Old Mutual Education Trust (OMET) established in
2005 supports members and dependents of the
trade unions that partner with Old Mutual. OMET has
invested R162 million in the academic education and
personal emotional development of more than 360
talented beneficiaries.
In the year ahead, we look forward to establishing and
fostering partnerships for greater impact and outreach.
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OMF partnered with Inkosi Chitiza’s UmKhombandlela

owners (business restoration grants and training).

Foundation, LaMsibi Foundation, Indlovukazi Marketing

Prayer and healing sessions reached 400 people.

Services and Imbumba Foundation to bring much
needed financial relief to more than 80 small, medium

5.

workshops with community leaders in social

and micro enterprises in Ixopo and the Emadungeni

unrest hotspots throughout KwaZulu-Natal

Traditional Council area. Funding of R2 072 800 was

on peace building, nation building and social

provided, in the form of grants of R2000 to R250 000

cohesion. 250 leaders participated.

for small businesses and micro traders, along with
400 food hampers, working with the Kaizer Motaung
Junior Foundation and Brand South Africa. Kaizer

6.

through trauma counselling, psycho-social
support and positive messaging.

Business restoration was also effected through trauma
and mental wellness counselling, prayer sessions,
and peace-building and social cohesion workshops,
in conjunction with a number of partners.
1.

Nelson Mandela Foundation. OMF contributed
to violence de-escalation in KwaZulu-Natal

Jnr. donated soccer kits.

HUMANITARIAN AND
DISASTER RELIEF

The Institute of Afrikology. OMF supported

7.

Kwantu Entertainment Designs. OMF
supported entertainment equipment for
business restoration sessions.

Durban Chamber of Commerce and Industry
and several smaller private companies identified

2021 saw communities hit by a number of setbacks,

Kuyameka Foundation in KwaZulu-Natal: OMF

including massive job losses and reduced working

provided food parcels to vulnerable families across

hours owing to Covid-19 restrictions, and, of course,

the northern rural areas of KwaZulu-Natal, mostly to

the civil unrest that broke out in KwaZulu-Natal

widows and pensioners who were hugely impacted

and Gauteng in July 2021. Old Mutual Foundation

by the social unrest.

partnered with a variety of service providers to
relieve suffering in various ways. The following is
an overview of our main humanitarian and disaster

eight small, medium and micro enterprises
affected by the social unrest. We donated
towards the restoration in partnership with the
Durban Chamber. The handover event marked
the start of a partnership with the Durban
Chamber of Commerce, with whom we will no
doubt be working in the future.

Emseni Elderly Home: OMF donated to meals and
food parcels for some of the families surrounding

2.

Kwande Fest and the KwaZulu-Natal Department

relief engagements over the year.

the home.

Food relief:

Vandalised schools:

Affairs and Tourism. Over 250 creatives benefitted

We partnered with several organisations in KwaZulu-

Duck Ponds High School in Amojuba District in

mental wellness workshops.

Natal and Gauteng, providing food relief to households
affected by the unrest. Partners included:
Food Forward South Africa (FFSA): Provided food
security to vulnerable beneficiaries across Gauteng
and KwaZulu-Natal.
Imbumba Foundation: OMF funded the #rise

KwaZulu-Natal: OMF provided assistance to restore
looted classrooms and facilities and to Mabuthela

of Economic Development, Environmental
from business training, financial literacy and

3.

KwaZulu-Natal Agricultural Union (KWANALU).

High school in Kwafidela Traditional in KZN.

OMF donated for the restoration of businesses

Business restoration and de-escalation through

participants in rural towns.

trauma counselling, psycho-social support and
mental wellness:

and training in basic business principles for 215

4.

The Centre for Mental Wellness and Leadership.
OMF partnered with CMWL through the centre’s

The looting in Gauteng and KwaZulu-Natal left

network of partners, including the Institute of

many communities ravaged, with owners of small

Afrikology, the Centre for the Study of Violence

and micro businesses financially devastated and

(CSVR), Camber Coaching and loveLife, for trauma

by Umgogodla Women’s Forum.

traumatised. In a number of community consultations,

and mental wellness coaching for 3 617 direct

both financial aid and psycho-social support were

beneficiaries. These included 1 958 matriculants

Nelson Mandela Foundation: OMF further partnered

identified as pressing needs, along with community

(part of the 21 Acts of Goodness campaign), 121

with the Each1Feed1 Initiative.

healing and reconciliation. A range of interventions

community members (specifically violence de-

were undertaken.

escalation and reconciliation) and 139 business

Food Parcel Relief Campaign. Much of this went
to needy matriculants as part of the 21 Acts of
Goodness campaign, and to households identified

TRAUMA COMES
BACK AS A REACTION
TO A MEMORY”
- BESSEL VAN DER KOK
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ACHIEVEMENTS
Trauma and mental wellness interventions were
infused to emergency interventions through five
programmatic areas reaching a total of 2 617 direct

INTRODUCTION
According to a report by Finfind, “small businesses
have borne the brunt of the severe economic
consequences of lockdown caused by Covid-19. The
Winter looting exacerbated this.
“The looters have cleaned out shops, malls, the post
office, and the bank. Umzinto was like a war zone.”
This message was posted on a community leaders
WhatsApp group in July 2021 during the unrest.
The report further cites the following;
•
•
•

40 000 businesses have likely been impacted by the
violence and looting. Source: BusinessTech, 		
15 July 2021
The actual cost to an overstretched small business owner
already operating within a disadvantaged economical
setting, and an unfair social and unfavourable political
climate, have further compromised any chance for
those businesses to succeed. The fact that most of the
business owners continue to live and work amongst
the same communities who looted their businesses

to Covid-19

has been traumatic and has led to an urgent need for

during Covid-19 were rejected
Within the first five months of lockdown (March
2020 – August 2020), 76% of the SMMEs experienced

mental, emotional healing and counselling. Confidence,
trust and leadership are also at an all-time low. This
violence has created not only economic and political
instability but a widespread humanitarian crisis.

a significant decrease in revenue leading to

These perilous times in the country and their impact

retrenchments and permanent closures.

on the mental state of South Africans has become

It is reported that this violence left over 45 000
businesses out of commission, with over R16 billion
worth in stolen stock and over R25 billion worth of
insurance claims due to damage to infrastructure.
Citing credible industry sources, Attard Montalto

De-escalation (121) Business Restoration (138), Prayer

immense role that trauma played in the violence

and healing (400) and Humanitarian Assistance.

that they experienced within the community. They

organisation and leadership (traditional and community

66% of businesses that closed had debt prior
99.9% of businesses that applied for debt relief

was a huge eye opener as they were unaware of the

family to schooling to business to community based

property. He said that 50 000 informal traders and

a wake-up call for the development sector. The Old
Mutual Foundation has therefore taken the bold step
of business unusual by investing in infusing mental
wellness and a trauma lens in its emergency response
interventions with the focus on the impact of Covid-19
and the looting.

promoting social cohesion within their communities.
The community leaders indicated that the intervention

impacts all significant areas of communal life, from

stock has been lost, with R15 billion in damages to

their role as leaders in de-escalating violence and

This included Matriculant Support (1 958); Violence

entrenched trauma is in our society and how it

said that in Durban’s economic zone R1.5 billion in

encapsulates their communities. They reflected on

beneficiaries and 16 380 955 indirect beneficiaries.

Overall what has emerged is just how deep and

TRAUMA AND MENTAL
WELLNESS INFUSED
EMERGENCY RESPONSE
INTERVENTIONS

space to engage and understand the trauma that

also highlighted that they learnt valuable lessons
on how as leaders they can play a role in either
de-escalating or escalating violence in a wounded
context like theirs. Some of the direct quotes from
the leaders are highlighted below.

based). Communities struggle to comprehend and

“My community is excluded from the economy of this

understand the intensity of their pain including why

country, now I understand that there are better ways

and how it interferes with their goals. The majority

to express this frustration, and looting and burning

of the beneficiaries of this intervention indicated

our infrastructure is not the way to go”

that it has provided them with a language (trauma
and wounding) to articulate what they have been
going through and guidance on how to “unstuck”
themselves.
Despite the rapid developments in the trauma field,
the majority of communities in South Africa are still
not exposed to this information and are thus missing
out on proven tools that can advance community
development and humanitarian assistance. This
intervention provided this knowledge in an accessible
manner that spoke to the beneficiaries’ context. The
unexpected positive outcome was how quickly the
information landed and the impact that occurred
within a short space of time.
This work is demonstrating that infusing a trauma
and mental wellness lens is valuable in enhancing
the impact of developmental and humanitarian
programmes.
VIOLENCE DE-ESCALATION
121 leaders from three communities, mainly Sydenham,
Mount Clair and uMzinto, were capacitated on trauma
informed violence de-escalation and social cohesion.
Media was also used as a vehicle for shaping traumainformed messaging towards violence de-escalation.
The community leaders, for the first time had a safe
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“All the leaders need it. They can become better

(Umlazi, KwaMashu, Emadungeni and Johannesburg)

business hubs and assisting to encourage a conducive

people.”

were reached.

environment for healthy and peaceful communities.

“I didn’t know that I was carrying trauma from my

A variety of small businesses were represented,

childhood and that when I am faced with situations

ranging from sewing, marquee hire, spaza shops,

that remind me of my trauma my 5 year old self
takes control of me.”
“The knowledge that is imparted at these workshops,
also impacts even back in our homes.”
“Working on yourself first before you start traumatizing
others, we as leaders need to develop characteristics
that will help us lead others.”
The combination of media de-escalation messaging
and the capacitation of the community leaders proved
to be a great combination for this intervention. The
intervention with community leaders allowed for
a more in-depth capacitation with leaders whilst
the media messaging enabled the shaping of the
public discourse.
BUSINESS RESTORATION
Trauma Informed Business Restoration was provided
where businesses were capacitated to build their
mental resilience. Through this intervention a total of
138 business owners/leaders from four communities

Some of the direct quotes from participants are

FOOD DISTRIBUTION
This intervention was delivered to the KwaZulu-Natal,

listed below:

Pietermaritzburg area. The intervention provided

decor, construction, catering, pig farming, vegetable

“…Thank you to Old Mutual and the trainers. They are

food distribution. It taught community practitioners

street vendors, baking, plumbing, catering, chicken

the best. Please continue with such programmes

on how to be more mindful and sensitive to trauma.

farming, vegetable farming and carpenters. Most of

because they add value in our lives.”

these businesses have had to either totally shutdown
or relocate from their communities. The businesses’
leaders provided in-depth insight and oftentimes
emotional reflections of their experiences as black
business owners in South Africa given the political
and economic challenges, the effects of Covid-19
and the impact of the recent looting.
The towns of these communities still show undeniable
scars of the July looting. Whilst some businesses
suffered structural damage, most are still trading but
at a loss as they have not been able to recover from
what they had lost. There are a few businesses which
were heavily damaged and have remained closed.
As a result of the looting most of the communities
are currently only providing a limited range of goods.
The surrounding communities now have to travel
long distances for supplies. This programme has
provided helpful tools towards healing and towards
building resilient, successful and economically sound

participants with skills for infusing the trauma lens in

Participants were introduced to the concept of

“I have learnt a lot from this training from how to

social cohesion and how it can help them to create

manage your business to how trauma can affect

spaces for collaboration towards sharing resources

you and your business”

for improved effectiveness.

“Very informative and insightful to recognize past

The topic of trauma and its conceptualization was

wounds so that we are able to deal with them because

new for the majority of the practitioners. Once the

we are wounded as black people and it looks like we

group understood the terms they were keen to reflect

are carrying them (wounds) through generations.

on application of this knowledge to their context and

Even the unrest that we see is the result of anger and

how it can shift their work as practitioners.

past wounds. The time we had in this workshop was
short. We wish it had been much longer because of
the degree of the damage, 2 to 3 days would have

The training was well appreciated. Most of the
participants had never attended this type of training

helped but thank you very much”

before. The feedback was that there was a need for

“The information was useful, I myself will start watching

all sectors of the community.

how I speak to my family especially my children.”
“ I have never thought of myself as wounded until
now. Please arrange to come back for a longer session

this training as a vehicle for facilitating healing across
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THE HUMANITARIAN AND
DISASTER SUPPORT UNIT

DISASTER RISK REDUCTION (DRR) INTEGRATION
The objective of the Humanitarian and Disaster

among communities.
2.

Affordable Housing. The aim is to improve people’s

Support Unit is to respond rapidly to unexpected

access to housing through the provision of

natural or human disasters and to help in ways

dignified housing for low-income earners and to

that have rapid, positive impact. The Unit looks at

contribute to reducing the housing skills deficit.

prevention, mitigation and preparedness measures
to ensure that communities are prepared to deal with

Cross-cutting themes in strategic interventions of

disasters and reduce their impact in the medium to

Humanitarian and Disaster Response and Reduction

long term. In this regard, we are aligned with national

are:

and international frameworks, which emphasise

•

Food security and livelihoods

•

Gender-based violence and femicide (GBVF)

•

Social cohesion and peace-building

disaster risk reduction and resilience building.
Currently, the Unit is in the process of developing its
strategy, in alignment with Old Mutual Foundation’s
five-year strategy of 2021-2025. Strategy planning
will be concluded in June 2022. The two strategic
imperatives of the overall OMF strategy will be
entrenched in the Humanitarian, Disaster Response

Eight principles of good disaster grant making
We endeavour to follow eight principles of good
disaster grant making:
1.

Do no harm

strategic interventions; strategic partnerships and

2.

Stop, look, and listen before taking action

accurate and targeted initiatives.

3.

Do not act in isolation

4.

Think beyond the immediate crisis to the long

and Risk Reduction Flagship project and all its

The Unit’s flagship projects are:
1.

term

Humanitarian Relief and Disaster Risk Reduction

5.

Bear in mind the expertise of local organisations

to ensure rapid response during disasters, restore

6.

Find out how prospective grantees operate

lives and livelihoods and invest in prevention,

7.

Be accountable to those you are trying to help and

8.

Communicate the work widely, using it as an

mitigation and preparedness, in order to reduce
the impact of disasters and promote resilience

educational tool.
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Strategically, the Old Mutual Foundation will
have its highest Level of Effort (LOE) linked to

Diagram 1:
Humanitarian and
Disaster Support
Road Map

Preparedness and Prevention and Mitigation.

HDS Strategy

The proposed spilt of LOE is:

Development of the
•

Humanitarian and Disaster

Preparedness and Prevention and
Mitigation @ 70%

Support Strategy by June 2022
•

Emergency Response and Recovery;
Rehabilitation and Construction @ 30%

Gates

•

Partners are very critical for the scalable,
replicable, efficient and effective delivery

Development of Gates / Criteria

of the Humanitarian, Disaster Response,

for both Humanitarian Relief and

Risk and Reduction effort.

Disaster Prevention, Mitigation and
Preparedness.

Annual Operational Plan

Preparedness

Implementation of the Annual

in the community

Operational Plan with the budget

helps everyone to

allocation, 01 Jan - 31 Dec 2022

be ready for future
disasters

Our Humanitarian
Emergency
Response &
Recovery

Impactful Partnering

provides timely relief

Establishment of partnerships
with various stakeholders

Prevention &
Mitigation

DISASTER

to survivors

activities help build

Strategy Implementation

resilience in the
community

Roadshows and implementation
of the Humanitarian and Disaster
Support Strategy and Gates

Rehabilitation &
Reconstruction

01 April - 31 Dec 2022

efforts help affected
communities return to
their normal daily lives
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Government
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KZN Municipalites Impacted by
Social Unrest of July 2021

SOCIAL RELIEF IN 2021
KZN, CHARLOTTE MAXEKE

SPECIAL DRAWDOWN OF R10M AFTER JULY 2021
SOCIAL UNREST

High impact area

businesses, we put both hands up!
Moderate impact area

“The effects of the coronavirus pandemic have not

The Old Mutual Foundation committed over R3

been gender-neutral. The health, social, and economic

million to KZN restoration and rebuild efforts.

crisis brought on by Covid-19 has exacerbated existing

The Old Mutual Foundation has been deeply committed
to supporting the efforts to restore and rebuild the

Unaffected area

•

Duck Ponds High school and Mabuthela High
School received a donation towards their building

gender gaps and deepened the already vulnerable

renovations and replacement of damaged

situation of women.”

equipment

How KwaZulu-Natal was impacted

The partnership between the Old Mutual

The map below shows the extent of damage to the

partners to provide financial support to struggling

Foundation, the Department of Social Development

various KZN municipalities after the social unrest of

committing over R10 million rand to the project, they

SMMEs during this time. Partners included Inkosi

(DSD) and the Provincial Implementing Agent,

July 2021. Very few municipalities were not impacted.

also provided humanitarian assistance to families,

Chiliza, the Chairman of the KZN House of Traditional

donated funds towards the installation of two

schools, small business and communities that were

Leaders, in collaboration with the LaMsibi Foundation,

water boreholes for two Cooperatives supported

left in dire need of help.

the Durban Chamber of Commerce and Industry

by the DSD

KwaZulu-Natal province after the looting and civil

The Old Mutual Foundation collaborated with various

unrest that took place in July 2021. In addition to

NPC, Mayor of eThekwini Mxolisi Kaunda and the

•

Local government elections took place on 1 November
2021, just after these municipalities had been hard
hit. Our relief efforts were informed by the extent of
damage reflected in the map above.

Domino Foundation.

“At Old Mutual we believe in the power of

on many of our communities, leaving schools and

Some of the projects benefitting from the restoration

such as poverty, inequality and unemployment,”

businesses vandalised, public transport non-existent

efforts include:

said Fikile.

under the Foundation’s Humanitarian and Disaster

“For many years now Old Mutual has been actively

forward’ journey of KwaZulu-Natal as we re-imagine,

empowering Small, Medium and Micro Enterprises

rebuild and recover.

The social unrest that gripped certain parts of the
country in July last year had a devastating impact

and many families without an income as jobs were
lost or suspended.
At the same time, the world was in the grip of the
coronavirus pandemic that intensified the crisis.
“When the call came in to help, we put our hand up,”
said Fikile Kuhlase, Head of Old Mutual Foundation
and Social investment. ‘When we saw that the
focus was schools and women and youth-owned

•

Over 80 small and micro businesses owned by
women and youth in KwaZulu- Natal

•

entrepreneurship to help solve key social issues

Going forward, we have factored in other interventions
Support portfolio, which will form part of the ‘bounce

The Kwande Festival received a donation towards

(SMMEs) through structured programmes designed to

their three-day workshop for creatives and

provide essential financial and non-financial support.

Special drawdown of R10 million

“We know that by continuing to invest in strategic

In the wake of the 2021 July civil unrest in KwaZulu-

technology practitioners affected by social
unrest. The Old Mutual Foundation hosted a
session on Financial Literacy, and the Centre for
Mental Wellness and Leadership held a session
on the infusion of trauma and mental wellness

partnerships to tackle huge issues such as the current
crisis, we are helping to build a more prosperous
future for the generations of tomorrow.”

Natal and Gauteng, and in light of the continued
impact of the Covid-19 pandemic, the Old Mutual
Foundation requested its trustees to release an
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Vandalised schools, especially with a matric class,

lens into the restoration of businesses affected by

per business. Each business was vouched for by

for relief efforts. This special drawdown was approved.

were refurbished. The repairs were done by local

the looting and Covid-19.

the chief of the area, and all personal and business

The OMF identified several support areas to alleviate

community contractors. Total value: R889 575 (9%)

the challenges faced by communities.

•

•

De-escalation efforts were allocated 		

Considering the wounded context in which businesses

details were captured.

need to operate, the work of restoration for businesses

We partnered with Inkosi Chiliza, the Chairperson of

goes beyond dealing with the physical and financial

the KZN Provincial House of Traditional Leaders, and

De-escalation through trauma counselling,

impact of the devastation, extending also to

KZN Contralesa and the leader of the EmaDungeni

psycho-social support and positive messaging

psychological aspects. Offerings in this intervention

Traditional Council on the South Coast.

was the most heart-warming aspect of our social

included group debriefing, capacity building, and

relief interventions. One community leader

mentorship and coaching with business leaders/

from Sydenham, KZN, said ‘This is what the TRC

owners to help them navigate the rebuilding of their

should have done – to address the underlying

businesses. This had to be done in contexts where

and embedded trauma and brokenness’. In

business owners were highly stressed, dealing with

addition, the support and ‘Tips for Matric Learners’

anxious and stressed employees, and expected

The R10 million special drawdown has been fully

developed by the Centre for Mental Wellness and

to work in the very communities that might have

committed and was disbursed as follows:

Leadership and loveLife have been very popular

contributed to the vandalisation of their businesses.

and Industry, the KZN Department of Economic

On 12 November 2021, we handed over relief packages

there was no ‘double dipping’ by beneficiaries.

R3 209 367 (32%)

These included:
•

Food relief – to address hunger and food insecurity

•

Restoration of vandalised small businesses and
schools

•

De-escalation through trauma counselling,
mental wellness, psycho-social support, and
positive messaging.

•

Food security through food hampers: 		
R2 092 400 (21%)

•

•

and greatly appreciated.
The bulk of the funding (70%) went to business

to 30 to 40 vandalised small business owners in Ixopo

Vandalised small businesses owned by women

restoration, trauma conselling, pyscho-social support,

and Emadungeni on the South Coast, KZN. Grants of

and youth in under-resourced KZN: R2 million on

mental wellness, social cohesion and peace-building.

R2000 were given to informal traders/street vendors

12 November 2021 to small and micro businesses,

The Trauma-Informed Business Restoration Programme

to purchase new tables and stock; R20 000 was

including informal traders, in the form of grants

delivered by the Centre for Mental Wellness and

made available to hair salons, R40 000 for clothing

f rom R2000 to R250 000 per business. In total,

Leadership, in partnership with Old Mutual Foundation,

and catering businesses, R100 000 for farmers and

R3 808 658 (38%) was committed to small

delivered beyond expectations. This intervention

food vendors and R250 000 for the bigger takeaways

businesses, and informal traders.

focused on integrating mental wellness and a trauma

and catering businesses that provide several jobs

We also informed the KZN Department of Economic
Development, Environmental Affairs and Tourism of
our work; the Department logged all contributions
to the MSME sector at the Premier’s Office, so that
there was no duplication of efforts. In addition, when
we worked with the Durban Chamber of Commerce
Development vetted the beneficiaries and ensured

Old Mutual Foundation made the right call in stepping
forward to be part of the ‘Build Back Better’ agenda.
As mentioned at the Q3 Board, we were informed
that the KZN economy has shrunk to 2008 levels. It
is therefore important to reiterate that in 2022, we
will be continuing to assist in the rebuilding and
recovery of KZN.
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GBVF AND
THE CREATIVE ECONOMY

THE CREATIVE ECONOMY
The creative economy was decimated by Covid-19

Response Fund. In 2022, we shall work more with
Government to adress the scourge of GBVF.

and the social unrest of July 2021. The OM Foundation

The OM Foundation and OML’s KZN Provincial

deliberately focused on this sector, understanding its

Management Board committed to the continuation

pain points, which included some funders wanting

and extension of our work on the KZN Rebuild and

public personalities to post on social media platforms

Recovery agenda, partnering with the KZN Department

that they had received food hampers. We remain

of Economic Development, Environmental Affairs and

true to our commitment to give with dignity. So we

Tourism in the KWANDE Fest of 17 to 19 March 2022.

went in with our implementing partner, Imbumba

KWANDE stands for Knowledge, Wisdom, Advisory,

Foundation, to quietly deliver food hampers to creative

Nurturing, Development and Entrepreneurship. The

artists, some on primetime TV shows.

KWANDE Fest, running with the theme ‘Xpand Your

GBVF
In our interventions to address the scourge of
gender-based violence and femicide (GBVF), we
used creatives to tell the story. Sechaba Morojele’s
short film, ‘#We Do Care’ was launched in 2021,
and Charley Petersen’s documentary, ‘Growing Up
Without A Father’, will be launched in April 2022.
We partnered with OXFAM South Africa to popularise
the National Strategic Plan on Gender-Based Violence
(GBV) through an awareness campaign featuring
simplified, ‘bite-sized’ messaging. The Office of
the Director of Group Marketing, Public Affairs and
Sustainability also made a contribution to the GBV

Craft Beyond Your Art’, was a means of assisting
creatives to become financially sustainable and
independent, maintain mental wellness during times
of stress, and thrive in the new normal.
Old Mutual Foundation contributed to the KWANDE
Fest by providing financial education practitioners
from the Old Mutual Financial Education Team and
clinical psychologists from the Centre for Mental
Wellness and Leadership, who conducted mental
resilience and wellness healing circles. The KZN
MEC for Economic Development, Tourism and
Environmental Affairs, Mr. R.R. Pillay, affirmed the
value of the Fest, along with our country’s creatives,
pointing out that the creative arts are a key pillar of
the economy, accounting for 3% of GDP.

The Foundation acknowledges that creative artists are
the heartbeat of the economy, noting that the highest
contribution economically is made by creatives in Gauteng,
followed by the Western Cape (second) and KZN (third). The
creative industry is often seen as simply entertainment, yet it
encompasses so much more, including dance, story-telling,
the visual arts, theatre, literature and of course, music. We
too often forget how essential these aspects are to the life
and wellbeing of a society.
Although we are seeing the re-opening of the economy, the
creative economy still needs help to keep up the pace. In ‘The
Future of the Creative Economy’, Deloitte (June 2021) says:
“Over the longer term, the creative economy is likely
to be a key driver of economic growth as governments
around the world look to rebuild their economies in
the wake of the downturn associated with Covid-19 …
The creative economy addresses important social and
cultural needs, including cultural representation and
social cohesion.”
Old Mutual’s has long supported Habitat for Humanity in their
quest to provide sustainable low-cost housing and in 2021 we
again partnered with the organisation providing over R1,6m
to fund the building of 15 homes in Tshwane, Gauteng. The
funding also included a partnership with Charter Academy
to provide borrower education to first time homeowners.
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COVID-19 AND
REBUILDING BETTER

The unprecedented economic shock of Covid-19

Pathways launched an emergency Covid-19 response,

MSF was able to support the hospital’s converted

epidemiologist that the social unrest in KZN had

gave rise to various interventions in all sectors of the

deploying urgent services to protect communities’

basement ward with medical doctors and nurses

not resulted in the expected spike in Covid-19 cases.

economy. Now that the pandemic is subsiding, the

most vulnerable members. Despite the overwhelming

who were able to attend to the 70 ward Covid-19

attention switches to building a resilient and inclusive

nature of the crisis, Ubuntu has persevered and

beds. MSF also supplied N95 masks, pulse oximeters

recovery. The Foundation aligns itself with a crisis

mitigated the worst effects of the pandemic in various

and oxygen concentrators and masks.

response that focuses on saving lives, protecting the

Gqeberha townships. The Old Mutual Foundation’s

poor and vulnerable, ensuring sustainable business

funding assisted Ubuntu Pathways to expand their

growth and restoration, and rebuilding better.

vaccination sites, so that community members do

In 2021, the Old Mutual Foundation funded two targeted

not have to travel far to be vaccinated.

Covid-19 initiatives through UBuntu Pathways and

In KwaZulu-Natal, the intervention included HomeBased Care (Covid-19 Early Admission programme) in
Eshowe and Ngwelezane hospital. MSF distributed
pulse oximeter packs. Intervention included digital
health promotion, on social media platforms.

Medecins Sans Frontieres South Africa (MSF) (also
known as Doctors Without Borders). In addition, we
supported the OML vaccination drive with SA Sisonke
Vax Drive.

2. Medecins Sans Frontieres

In Eshowe MSF launched a community-based

South Africa (MSF) – Doctors

intervention aiming to identify individuals at high

Without Borders

risk of severe Covid-19. Community Healthcare hubs,
called Luyanda sites that are small, decentralised
rooms for HIV&AIDS, TB services situated in gaps

1.

Ubuntu Pathways

Ubuntu Pathways received R100 000 from the
Old Mutual Foundation for vaccine equipment and
accessories for Ubuntu Pathways’ vaccination site in
Zwide township in Gqeberha, Eastern Cape.
When the the pandemic broke out early 2020, UBuntu

The Old Mutual Foundation’s financial support to

between clinics, giving chronic conditions easier

MSF was R700 000 towards Health Promotion:

access to the services needed by communities.

Covid-19 promotion and awareness, medical equipment

In Khayelitsha, Western Cape, MSF team supported

support, screening, testing & treatment including
HIV&AIDS and TB for vulnerable groups, in peri urban
and rural areas of Eastern Cape, KwaZulu-Natal and
Western Cape.
In Eastern Cape MSF Covid-19 support was at
Livingstone hospital in Gqeberha, in the Eastern Cape.

the Eastern Cape Department of Health in the various
on-site training support linked to developing Health
Promotion Skills.
A site visit was undertaken by the OM Foundation
team to the Eshowe, KZN worksite of Doctors Without
Borders and it was interesting to learn from the
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SOCIAL COHESION, PEACEBUILDING AND COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOPS
FOLLOWING THE CIVIL UNREST IN
KWAZULU-NATAL

Mobilizing Community Leaders towards Inclusive,

with over 100 community leaders from various

Strengthened interactions between South Africans

conversations across KwaZulu-Natal. We are grateful

Peaceful Dialogue, Community Development,

racial and economic backgrounds. The intervention

and the other diverse communities where they live.

to the Old Mutual Foundation for heeding the call

Social Cohesion and Nation-Building

was well received and the conversations with the

We also witnessed community leaders enhanced

of the grassroot facilitators, who could never have

communities resolved that we needed to impart

understanding of the importance of cohesiveness,

reached these communities that are often forgotten.

appropriate skills among target groups to sharpen

social cohesion and learning to work hand in hand

Since the looting we have been in 11 communities in

the tools of social cohesion that was needed to build

in building a socially cohesive community as nation

KZN and engaged with over 250 community leaders.

solid communities again.

and community builders.

Why Social Cohesion and Peace-building in KZN?

As the Lead facilitator from Institute of Afrikology

The July 2021 civil unrest resulted in death, destruction
and the erosion of the moral fibre of sections
of our communities. The disturbances also had
socio-economic costs which included the loss of
income and employment, and the destruction of
property and stock estimated at R20bn. The most
immediate victims of this unfortunate development
are in the majority the relatively poor in townships

Thse interventions are needed to create spaces and
platforms for community members and to discuss

and rural areas.

matters affecting them within the context of the

This is because these events also undermine

importance of social cohesion and nation-building

current and new investment into KwaZulu-Natal.

as enabled the by Constitution;

Also undermined are efforts in place since the
democratic settlement in 1994, which was to build a
socially cohesive nation that is united in its diversity.
In order to intervene in the current situation, the
Institute of Afrikology facilitators embarked on a
fact-finding involving the National Social Cohesion
Advocates. 17 communities were visited and met

looting, get community members to understand the

Through these interventions we were able to enhance
awareness among community members about the
importance of active citizenship in contributing
towards inclusive community development
irrespective of their nationality, ethnicity, social
status to mention a few.

and a national Social Cohesion Advocate, we were
out on the streets the day after the lootings, We
asked people passing “WHAT HAPPENED” and in
most responses we saw that people were also not
sure, but one young man was direct in Phoenix/
Bhambayi area. He said “we are tired of waiting to
have something, I saw the chance and I joined” I
responded would you do it again if you could, he
said “Maybe”. Bhambayi is one of the Hotspots of
the KZN civil unrest, and the community leaders
from there call it the “hotspot of hotspots”.
It is this response that drove us to approach the
Old Mutual Foundation to support our community
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EMPLOYEE
VOLUNTEERISM

Volunteering is deeply embedded in the ethos of Old
Mutual and forms a key component of Old Mutual’s

Initial findings from the review process show an

supports our employees who are actively involved in

interest in volunteer activities that include virtual

volunteer work in their local communities.

volunteerism and skills-based volunteerism which

Employee Value Proposition. In 2021 we partnered

will be explored as we finalise the design of the new

with our Human Capital and Communications teams

Employee Volunteer strategy in 2022.

as well as the Old Mutual Staff Volunteer Fund Trust
(OMSVFT) and began a journey of evaluating our

Alongside the design of the new Employee Volunteer

current employee volunteer programme offerings

strategy process our current employee volunteer

to re-imagine and design a new employee volunteer

initiatives were rolled out supporting a number of

offering that was more relevant to our current world

community initiatives nationally. These initiatives

of work, aligned to our core business activities and

focus around three structured programmes:

that would also entice our younger employees to

1.

participate.

community projects of their choice and receive
Foundation-funded support for these projects

The review process was undertaken with input from
key stakeholders, in particular our employees both

2.

in South Africa and the other African countries in

to social causes they care about and

our current programme offerings to see how well

3.

they aligned with our purpose as a financial services
broad range of employees to understand the type of
employee volunteer initiatives that would appeal to
them with a particular focus on our Millennials since
they represent more than 50% of our employee base.
Since employee volunteerism is a key contributor to
Old Mutual’s Employee Value Proposition we also
included questions about our employees’ experience

Staff Payroll Giving: Enables employees to make
monthly voluntary donations from their salaries

which we operate. The process included reviewing

organisation. We also held focus groups with a

Staff Community Builder: Staff volunteer at

Care and Share: Coordinated group volunteer
activities such as Mandela Day and Habitat for

of our current employee volunteer initiatives in an

Humanity.

Employee Value Proposition survey conducted by our
Human Capital team in 2021. Results were interesting,
showing participation in the Employee Volunteerism
Programme among those surveyed was low, especially
among our younger group of employees although
there was a keen interest in participating in future
volunteer opportunities.

STAFF COMMUNITY BUILDER PROGRAMME
The Staff Community Builder Programme (SCB) is
one of the longest standing employee volunteer
initiatives of the Old Mutual Foundation having been,
established in 1993. This initiative encourages and

This volunteer programme offers eligible volunteers
the opportunity to apply for funding for resources for
the organisation at which they volunteer.
With the ongoing challenges of the Covid-19 pandemic,
face-to-face volunteering in 2021 was once again limited
but despite this we supported 113 organisations with
total funding of R1,6m nationally. Sectors supported
included health, early childhood development (ECD),
education, and vulnerable children, among others.
STAFF PAYROLL GIVING PROGRAMME
The Old Mutual Staff Payroll Giving Programme
has been in existence since 2002. Through this
programme, Old Mutual employees can make a
monthly donation from their salaries towards causes
they care about, such as abused children, the elderly,
youth development, early childhood development,
women empowerment and animal welfare. In
2021 more than 1903 employees participated in the
programme, raising over R1,7m in donation funding.
Every contribution made by employees is matched
rand for rand by the Old Mutual Foundation. Since
inception in 2002, staff have contributed more than
R25m towards these causes.
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The Old Mutual Staff Volunteer Fund Trust (OMSVFT)

Partnering with key stakeholders including

was also established in 2002 with the fiduciary

Old Mutual’s Provincial Management Boards, The

responsibility of executing on the Trust deed of the

Nelson Mandela Foundation and the Imbumba

Fund. The role of the trustees is to ensure that the

Foundation, we provided R1m to be used for food

donor’s funding (Staff Payroll Giving contributions

relief initiatives nationally.

and OM Foundation matching) is used appropriately
and to the optimum benefit of the beneficiaries. The
OMSVFT support many deserving organisations and
have several flagship programmes they supported in
2021, including FoodForward SA and Matla a Bana,

Habitat for Humanity South Africa was formally
registered in 1987 and began actively building lowincome housing across South Africa. Their vision is to
create ‘a South Africa where everyone has a decent

among others.

place to live’.

[Note: OMSVFT’s financial year-end only ends in

Through our 2021 Care and Share annual initiative 68

February 2022. Consequently their annual report will
only be published later in the year.]
CARE AND SHARE PROGRAMME

organisations received support from teams of Old
Mutual employee volunteers to address an area of
need they had identified in their organisaiton.
The needs varied from providing toiletries for the

The Care and Share Programme allows every employee

elderly, establishing vegetable gardens to much

to take a full day of paid leave to participate in one of

needed infrastructure maintenance and providing

the registered community building activities such as

food parcels among others.

Mandela Day in July and the Care and Share initiative
which runs from October to November each year.
For Mandela Day we aligned with the theme of Nelson
Mandela International Day 2021 of ‘One Hand Can
Feed Another’.

WITHOUT VOLUNTEERS,
WE’D BE A NATION
WITHOUT A SOUL.”
- ROSALYNN CARTER
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TRADITIONAL
LEADERS THAT
OLD MUTUAL
FOUNDATION HAS
COLLABORATED
WITH INCLUDE:

PARTNERING FOR IMPACT

Importance of Partnering to Catalyse Systemic
Change

Meeting the needs of people living on the edges of
the economy is a delicate process. It requires a deep

CSI strategy have been carefully put together to guide

understanding of what people must have, rather than

and direct our vision as we embark on a journey of

what they would like to have, while respecting and

making South Africa a better place in which to live. As

restoring their dignity. It is also critical to consider

we continue to look for ways to stitch up the societal

how to communicate with these communities

fabric of our past, invest rural has become a pivotal part

while honouring traditional leadership structures.

of the way we do things and a mainstay in our work.

The importance of observing these principles in

settlements which have thus far been little affected
by real development. It has involved some unique
partnerships with traditional leaders, who are key figures

discussions and delivering aid to rural communities
was demonstrated across various provinces recently,

Mutual Foundation is proud of the strong relationships

important role in reaching these communities. They

we have forged with traditional leaders and traditional

merge various aspects of traditional and modern

councils, who have proven to be catalysts for change

society and their role extends far beyond simply

with the right support.

defending indigenous knowledge and traditional

Move away from the nation’s cities into the heartland
of South Africa and one finds that traditions, traditional
leadership and time-tested values are deeply rooted
in these rural communities. Settlements are often
far from urban areas, however; poverty is widespread

uNdlunkulu waseMatheni
Inkosi, Thabisile Zulu
Deputy Chairperson of the
Provincial Kwazulu-Natal House
of Traditional Leaders

Chief Ravele of Vhembe
Limpopo

Inkosi and Inkhosikati
Ngomane of kaHhoyi
Mpumalanga

Chief Matsila of Vhembe
Limpopo

related relief.
Traditional leaders in South Africa play a vitally

development

Princess Gabo Moroka of
Thaba’Nchu
Exco member of National
House of Traditional Leaders
Free State

when Old Mutual Foundation delivered Covid-19-

in effecting positive change in rural communities. Old

The role of traditional leaders in inclusive community

Inkosi Mandla Mandela of Quru
Eastern Cape

and every day is a struggle to fill empty stomachs.

The ten guiding principles of Old Mutual Foundation’s

The strategy is proving invaluable in reaching remote

Chairperson of the Provincial
House of Traditional Leaders
Inkosi Phathisizwe Chiliza
KwaZulu-Natal

systems. Research in North West Province, the
Limpopo Province and KwaZulu-Natal shows that
traditional leaders are highly regarded, and seen
as symbols of unity in the community. To address
social issues in rural communities, therefore, it is
vital to partner with traditional leadership and get
them on board as a gateway to the people in these
communities.

Late, Inkosi Mahlangu
(Chairperson of the National House
of Traditional and Khoisan Leaders)
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humanitarian support, disaster relief, food security,
GBVF and affordable housing. Our work is located
within the invest rural framework of the National
House of Traditional Leaders that uses Cooperative
Governance and Traditional Affairs (COGTA) as its line
function department.
As we move around the various provinces and engage
with traditional leaders, we are finding common areas
of concern that require assistance. These typically
include the back-to-school drive for uniforms and
school shoes for the most needy learners, the ongoing
need for matric support and career guidance, the
scourge of GBVF, boys and young men’s programmes
led by Amakhosi, agricultural needs, wide ranging
educational needs from early childhood development
(ECD) to post-schooling opportunities, affordable

the land after the social unrest and business

Education to conduct a fact-finding mission,

landscape, revealing the metropole areas receiving

and they gave us names of schools in Pinetown

more support than other areas. Their plea was

and Umlazi that had been affected. However, in

that we include informal traders and survivalist

discussions with various provincial stakeholders

businesses who would most likely not be registered

including the Acting DG of Social Development,

businesses. The Department shared with us the

we were requested to differentiate our social

extent of the losses and damages, and explained

relief offerings by moving away from Durban

of focus – the 3Rs

that the KZN economy had shrunk to the levels

and Pietermaritzburg.

In the realm of Humanitarian and Disaster Support, we

these sobering revelations that made it clear that

South Africa’s socio-economic challenges demand a

identified the 3Rs – response, relief and recovery – as

our interventions would have to be for the long

response that is attentive to both the immediate, felt

our areas of focus. After the July 2021 social unrest in

haul to be impactful.

of schools that were vandalised in their areas. We

needs of families and the broad, systemic issues that

KwaZulu-Natal and to a much lesser extent in Gauteng,

keep communities in poverty over generations. Through

our social relief interventions focused primarily on

De-escalation through trauma counselling and

schools, this approach will be more impactful.

KwaZulu-Natal, as follows:

positive messaging infused all of our business-

The challenge that confronted us in the more

related undertakings. Our focus on debriefing

urban areas was being given lists of schools that

•

Food Relief was aided by Inkosi Chiliza, the

after trauma and our attention to mental wellness

had a general backlog in infrastructural needs,

distress, and to offer long-term solutions through our

Chairperson of the KZN House of Traditional

brought depth, meaning and impact to our

yet our focus was on schools vandalised during

business restoration programme, 21 Acts of Goodness

Leaders, and Inkosi Zulu/uNdlunkulu, the Deputy

sessions with the small business community. We

the July civil unrest.

programme for matriculants, and various initiatives

Chairperson of the KZN House of Traditional

really had the sense that we were dealing with

to address the scourge of gender-based violence

Leaders, who introduced us to Umgogodla’s

the woundedness of South Africa and touching

and femicide (GBVF).

Women’s Forum.

on long-held and embedded trauma that had

and social housing needs, and youth-development
support needs. The list, in effect, is endless. Our
strategy is to respond in a coordinated way to real
needs as expressed by rural communities through
their leaders.
TRADITIONAL LEADERS AND GOVERNMENT
COLLABORATION

Social relief under our disaster management area

of 2008, when the global financial crisis hit. It was

Introduction

‘invest rural’ we are partnering with government and

•

with traditional leaders to provide much-needed food
relief and dignity/care packs for immediate relief of

This brief report looks at the work of our strategic

•

never before been addressed.

Business Restoration comprised a basket of
•

Vandalised schools were a concern; however, while

partners in collaboration with traditional leaders

initiatives targeting vandalised small and micro

that have helped to bring to life our vision of a

businesses, including informal traders who had

we were ready and willing to assist, the information

revitalised rural economy. This report looks at what

been badly affected by the looting and riots of

we received from the KZN Department of Education

we have achieved in the past twelve months, based

July 2021. We engaged with the KZN Department

was scant, lacking the detail required to make

on the Foundation’s guiding principle of investing

of Economic Development, Environmental Affairs

inroads. The National Education Collaboration

rural and on our various areas of focus: education,

and Tourism, who gave us advice on the lay of

Trust (NECT) was tasked by the Minister of Basic

•

As we enter 2022 to complete this task, we have
asked the KZN Traditional Councils to let us know
believe that as they have a vested interest in the

Food security
Food remains a priority. Once a crisis or emergency
strikes, the first most urgent need is food, as levels of
hunger and food insecurity go up. Just under 1000
families and learners received food parcels in KwaZuluNatal and a further 600 plus received dignity packs
in support of the 16 days of activism.
We have also partnered with the Department of Social
Development to address food insecurity and water
scarcity by funding two cooperatives in K2Y for the
installation of boreholes.
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BEFORE

INTERNATIONAL PARTNERS

AFTER

OLD MUTUAL FOUNDATION and HABITAT FOR

Phumzile: ‘Everything has changed. If I think back,

HUMANITY’S BENEFiCIARIES

I never lost hope. I knew from deep down that my
situation can never be defined by ¬financial inability,

Ms Phumzile Bhengu

but it is God who can do that alone. My dream has
come true. My family has a decent shelter now and
the mood is completely different from the beginning

Ms Phumzile Bhengu: This family now has a safe
place to live, thanks to the support of the Old Mutual
Foundation. Our support helped this family move
from a very dilapidated rondavel to a furnished brick
home with a water tank.
We take pride in our long-standing partnership

the most vulnerable in the communities we serve.

with Habitat for Humanity South Africa (HfHSA),

A furnished home is so much more inviting than

which, through Old Mutual’s employee volunteer

an empty shell!

programme, has stood the test of time. We began
working with them in 2003, so that 2021 marks 18

Halala and congratulations, Habitat for Humanity

years of a much-valued partnership. We note, too,

South Africa, for clinching an Old Mutual Partnership

that Old Mutual has contributed more homes to

Award 2021.

The rain over the two weeks prior to the home
handover did not dampen excitement on the day.
After all, in our culture, rain is said to be a blessing.
Interviews with the recipients
Sanelile, Habitat for Humanity SA’s Community

the Habitat for Humanity project than any other

Development Practitioner, visited the recipients

corporate, building 139 homes over the years.

in their new homes to find out how they were
settling in. The following are verbatim records of

Below we show snippets of a fulfilling day, when

these conversations.

we handed over three homes to three vulnerable
child-headed households of Umbumbulu in KwaZuluNatal. It was a moving event, with many tears shed
by both the beneficiaries and stakeholders present.
Another commendable first for Old Mutual Foundation
is the fact that we are the first business to have
donated fully furnished homes through Habitat
for Humanity South Africa. HfHSA says it will now
require all contributors to do the same. Our aim has
always been to give decent and dignified housing to

of the year. Still today, my neighbours come every day
to congratulate me and my family, because they have
seen us suffer. It is amazing what a house can do.’
Sanelile: ‘Tell me about the house itself. What is it
that makes you this happy?’
Phumzile: ‘This house is incredible. It has roof tiles,
it has ceiling boards as you can see, and most
importantly, it has a water tank. I can’t believe that
we now own a decent house; and the cherry on
top – the house is fully furnished. We didn’t have
a TV or couches and my children were sleeping on
the floor. Now we have everything a family needs.
People envy us today.
‘I would like to thank Habitat for Humanity SA and
our donor, Old Mutual Foundation, for their generous

Ms Pumzile Bhengu

donation to us. I am very humbled and thankful to

Sanelile: ‘We meet again in a different house now!

family. Our dignity is restored. I no longer have to

How do you feel?’

worry about rain leaking into my house.’

Phumzile: ‘I am in the “zone”, so happy and delighted
with my early Christmas present from Old Mutual
Foundation and Habitat for Humanity SA.’
Sanelile: ‘What has changed for the family since you
moved into your new house?’

the Mighty Lord for responding to our prayers as a
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BEFORE

AFTER

BEFORE

AFTER

OLD MUTUAL FOUNDATION and HABITAT FOR

finally blessed with the opportunity to stay together

OLD MUTUAL FOUNDATION and HABITAT FOR

Zuziwe: ‘This house has roof tiles and ceiling boards

HUMANITY’S THREE BENEFICIARIES

as a family.’

HUMANITY’S THREE BENEFICIARIES

all over. There is nothing short in this house. I am
completely happy. It was a surprise when we received

Sanelile: ‘Tell me about the house itself. What is it

Ms Pinky Ngcongo

that makes you this happy?’

the furniture, beds, TV, couches, stoves and bed

Ms Zuziwe Bhengu

Zuziwe: ‘This house has everything we need. We
are blessed. Now we only spend money on making
Pinky and her siblings are orphans who were dependent

sure that we don’t sleep on an empty stomach. We

Life has been rocky for this household. From the

on their grandmother who is now deceased. Their

own a house that is roofed with tiles and has ceiling

time Zuziwe lost her mother, she has had to be a

lives drastically changed for the worse after their

boards. There is even a water tank which will help

parent to her siblings, helping them survive on the

grandmother’s death. Unemployment affects this

us to access clean water and also be able to irrigate

little money she gets from piece jobs. The family

family; they are dependent on child support grants

our vegetables.

used to sleep in different places, moving from one

and could not afford to maintain their grandmother’s
house that was already in poor condition at the time

‘At the moment I am looking for a job so that I can

relative to another. Changing her family situation
has always been a dream.

of her death.

provide food for everyone in the house. We are very
grateful to Habitat for Humanity and Old Mutual

Sanelile: ‘We meet again in a different house now!

They were moving in and out of the homes of

Foundation for changing our lives.’

How do you feel?’

relatives looking for shelter, but now, thanks to the
Old Mutual Foundation and Habitat for Humanity
SA, Pinky, her siblings and children are safe in their
new furnished home.
Sanelile: ‘We meet again in a different house now!
How do you feel?’
Pinky: ‘We feel complete. This house is everything

Zuziwe: ‘I am overjoyed. I am really grateful to Habitat
for Humanity and Old Mutual Foundation … until
today, I still feel like I am dreaming. Nobody must
wake me up because I am loving this dream!’
Sanelile: ‘What has changed for the family since you
moved into your new house?’

we needed and more.’

Zuziwe: ‘Everyone in this area felt sorry for us. Some

Sanelile: ‘What has changed for the family since you

us. Our lives just completely changed. We are now

moved into your new house?’

staying in one, secure place. Our ancestors are really

Pinky: ‘We finally have a decent place we call a home.
Because of the situation that we have been living

were laughing at us, but today they wish they were

looking out for us. I am sure my mother is looking
down on us from heaven with a happy face.’

under, we ended up staying in different places for

Sanelile: ‘Tell me about the house itself. What is it

shelter. Now everyone is back and happy. We are

that makes you this happy?’

covers too. We have everything; I don’t even know
how to express my feelings.
‘Thank you, Habitat for Humanity SA and Old Mutual
Foundation, for changing our lives. May God bless you
and give you more resources you need to continue
changing other people’s lives.’
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PROGRAMMING PARTNERSHIPS

EXPLORATION &
INNOVATION

EMPLOYEE
VOLUNTEERISM

Piloting new programmes
and interventions in areas
such as ESG, Climate Action,
STEM and Digital etc.

Involving corporate
employees in
programming initiatives

SECONDMENT
OPPORTUNITIES
Deploying corporate
secondees to various teams
within UNICEF to offer
technical support and
expertise

MULTI-PARTNER
COLLABORATION
RESEARCH, DATA &
INSIGHTS

ADVOCACY &
AWARENESS

Collaboration on
research initiatives and
sharing of best practices

Designing and rollingout joint campaigns
on matters impacting
children

Pooling financial and
non-financial resources
with like-minded
partners to maximize
impact

INTERNATIONAL AGENCIES
UNICEF programme partnerships approach
UNICEF’s approach to programming partnerships is
anchored on employee volunteerism, secondment
opportunities, research and data insights, advocacy
and awareness, exploration and innovation, and
multi-partner collaboration.
It is this alignment in thinking and approach that
has prompted Old Mutual to draft a letter of Intent
in order to structure the partnership between OML
and the Old Mutual Foundation.
UNICEF has developed innovative ways of mobilising
resources. UNICEF and the Old Mutual Foundation
are both members of the Department of Basic
Education’s Steering Team for Covid-19.

YOU MAKE A LIVING BY
WHAT YOU GET. YOU
MAKE A LIFE BY WHAT
YOU GIVE.”
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INTERNATIONAL FEDERATION OF
RED CROSS AND RED CRESCENT
SOCIETIES (IFRC)

partnered with Traditional Councils in various

in rural areas. Traditional leadership predates both

provinces to give depth and reach in the often

the colonial and apartheid systems. The structures

neglected and forgotten rural villages. The Invest

of traditional governance have existed since time

recurrent disasters, with high prevalance HIV/AIDS

Rural Masterplan offers a national framework for

immemorial and are reinforced through modern

and the Covid-19 pandemic. Southern Africa is also

rural development, with a focus on South Africa’s

legislation. Traditional leaders are hereditary, and

prone to food insecurity. The strategy was developed

traditional communities. The current reality is that

draw their authority from communities, government

for 2021 to 2025 titled: ‘Southern Africa Disaster Risk

against the backdrop of frequent disasters and

South Africa’s traditional areas comprise 15% of the

and lineage. The institution of traditional leadership

Management (DRM) Strategy Towards Community

crises affected by climate change, environmental

nations’ land mass and are home to roughly a third

is recognized in Chapter 12 of the SA Constitution of

Resilience’. The IFRC is the world’s largest volunteer-

degradation and rapid urbanization. The Old Mutual

of the population, meaning that an estimated 20

1996 and is further detailed in legislation and policy

based humanitarian network, with 192 member

Foundation looks forward to bringing to bear its works

million people reside in rural areas in South Africa.

documents including the White Paper on Traditional

National Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies. South

in Humanitarian Relief and Disaster Risk Reduction,

Africa has a National Red Cross. The collective plan

to champion mutually positive futures and to build

There are a number of initiatives that are driven

leaders are represented at national, provincial and

of the IFRC is to tackle the major humanitarian and

a mutually beneficial partnership with IFRC and SA

by the National House of Traditional Leaders that

local levels.

development challenges. Their focus is to mitigate

Red Cross. The ‘Mutualites” who are the Employee

intersect with the work of the Old Mutual Foundation

the vulnerabilities and disadvantages resulting

Volunteers of Old Mutual will be encouraged to

in education, humanitarian and disaster relief, food

from all types of crisis and disasters for all people,

volunteer their time and expertise to IFRC, SA Red

security, affordable housing and gender-based violence

especially the most vulnerable so they can thrive.

Cross and in the other African countries where Old

and femicide (GBVF). In addressing the scourge of

Building community resilience through a holistic

Mutual operates and where IFRC has a footprint.

GBVF, the Traditional Men’s Parliament is convened

THE IFRC
The IFRC’s Southern Africa Delegation has a strategy

through the Provincial Houses of Traditional Leaders,

approach to programme and service delivery is the
overarching goal of IFRC’s strategy.

Leadership and Governance of 2003. Traditional

INVEST RURAL

and through a national initiative of the South African
Royal Princess Network that stands against GBV.

IFRC alludes to the disaster context of Southern

Guiding Principle 8 of 10 of the Old Mutual Foundation

Invest Rural envisions an Africa where rural people

Africa being the slow onset of natural disasters, rapid

is our commitment to invest rural utilizing traditional

live with dignity, work towards prosperity, and have

onset of disasters and man-made emergencies.

leadership structures and community structures. We

hope for the future.

Cyclical droughts, frequent flooding, occasional

support the aims of the Invest Rural Masterplan of

tropical cyclones, outbreaks of waterborne diseases,

2020 by the National House of Traditional Leaders.

The masterplan calls for a shift in mindset and

short-lived cases of civil unrest, amongst the most

In the past two years, Old Mutual Foundation has

refocusing attention towards the vast opportunity

The three Rural Development Goals are:
1.

Poverty reduction

2.

Enterprise and employment

3.

Strong and resilient communities.

The Invest Rural Masterplan recognizes three main
drivers for rural development – land, people and
traditional systems. The Old Mutual Foundation’s
ongoing partnership with Traditional Leadership and
their communities is to enable inclusive, transformative
and sustainable rural development and the impact
is significant.
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GOVERNANCE

New MANCO
New CFMT
Increase Delegation of Authority
Transition to PBO
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TOTAL FUNDING
(R42,9M EXCLUDING NPAT FUNDING)

OM FOUNDATION - 2021 DONATIONS BUDGET

FINANCIAL REPORTING 2021 BUDGET

The Old Mutual Foundation has two pots of funding

Tax (NPAT) of Old Mutual Limited.

600 000

598 105

Education: Post School Education & Training
(formerly Skills Development)

5 750 000

5 754 800

Employee Volunteerism

7 970 000

The accruals from 2020 were R2.9 million.

Payroll Giving

1 930 000

1 992 569

In 2021, the New Education Flagship of 2021 – 2025

Care & Share

4 390 000

4 045 272

was split as follows:

(LitNum) Strategy anchored on Home Language
in the three provinces of Eastern Cape, Limpopo
and Mpumalanga. The allocation socio-economic
development from OML’s NPAT was R22.7 million.

Foundation as recommended by the Investment

The disbursement rate was improved by the introduction

Committee at R30 million for 2021.

of the Cross-Functional Management Team.

2. Extraordinary Drawdown

Total Approved

1 645 000

In 2021 the funding allocation to the OM Foundation

Budget drawn from the Endowment Fund of the

Sub-Total for Emp
Vol.

1 650 000

commenced to deliver on the Literacy and Numeracy

1. Donations

Enterprise Development

Total Portfolio
Budget

Staff Community Builder (SCB)

4. Accruals

for its annual drawdowns – the Endowment Fund
of the Old Mutual Foundation and Net Profit After

Portfolio

VMC

1 750 000

1 750 000

Education (Ad hoc)

3 650 000

4 366 031

Covid-19 Waves (2nd wave of Covid-19)

1 030 000

800 000

Marketing & Comms (Visibility)

1 500 000

1 599 170

M&E & Research

1 000 000

914 404

Partnership Projects

1 750 000

1 756 478

Strategy & Projects Management Support

1 000 000

378 454

Humanitarian & Disaster Support

4 000 000

4 363 907

Total Budget for 2021

30 000 000

29 964 191

An additional R10m drawdown from the Endowment
Fund of the Foundation was approved in August 2021
by the Board of Trustees to support communities
in KZN and Gauteng impacted by the social unrest.
3. Net Profit After Tax (NPAT)
Funding from OML for Socio-Economic Development
as per the Financial Sector Code’s BBBEE Scorecard
requirements – R22.7 million for 2021.
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NATIONAL SYSTEM LEVEL
EXPLICIT LINKS TO NATIONAL AGENDA & NATIONAL POLICY INFLUENCE

COMMUNITY LEVEL

ONE STITCH AT A TIME,
ONE COMMUNITY AT A TIME

CET COLLEGES /
CLCs
SCHOOLS

21 AOG / PSET
LIVELIHOOD
SKILLS

TRADITIONAL
LEADERS
HUMANITARIAN
AFFORDABLE HOUSING
PEACE-BUILDING

LITNUM, LTD, ECD,
21 AOG
STRATEGIC
PARTNERSHIPS

YOUNG
ADULTS IN
PSET (< 35)
AS UNIT OF
CHANGE

NATIONAL
AGENDA
ALIGNMENT

OMF REAL STORIES

YOUTH
LEADERSHIP

PSET

DRR

FUNDING
LEVERAGE

PROBLEM
DEFINITION
INTER-GENERATIONAL
CIRCLES
OF TRUST &
FAMILIES

HUMANITARIAN
RELIEF

Learners, Youth, and
Young Adults who
suffer unequal loss
of learning, skills,
livelihoods, safety &
dignity.

FOCUS
ON
COMMUNITIES

WHAT
LOCAL
INSTITUTIONS

LOCAL MEDIA

FINANCIAL
INCLUSION

POLICY
INFLUENCE

21
AOG

YOUTH IN
PSET AS
UNIT OF
CHANGE

LTD

PSYCHOSOCIAL
SOCIAL &
MENTAL
WELLNESS

OMF INTEGRATED
COMMUNITY MODEL:
ONE COMMUNITY AT
A TIME

SPORTS CLUBS
OMF SOCIAL COHESION

LOCAL BUSINESSES
EVIDENCE &
KNOWLEDGE

21 AOG / PSET

ECD &
LITNUM
LEARNERS
AS UNIT OF
CHANGE

RURAL CBO’S
VISIBLE FACES
AUDIBLE
VOICES

WHO

DRR EARLY WARNING
RESPONSE SYSTEMS

FAITH-BASED
INSTITUTIONS
DRR / HUMANITARIAN

AFRICAN
LANGUAGES

HOW

LOCAL GOVT.
STRUCTURERS, DISTRICT
OFFICES, INTL. AGENCIES
OMF NATIONAL AGENDA LINK
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COMMUNICATION
WORKS FOR THOSE
WHO WORK AT IT.”

COMMUNICATION
HIGHLIGHTS

Internal communications

- JOHN POWELL

These were well received by Mutualites and our
external community, generating pride and helping

To drive awareness, appreciation and engagement

to keep colleagues connected to the company and

with the countrywide efforts, Group Marketing

its caring culture.

Communications distributed essential Old Mutual
Foundation information and relief updates across
all communication channels:
External audience media: print, online and broadcast
channels
Internal: Now Magazine, Now News and TNN
Communication platforms including: Old Mutual
News HUB, the online home of NOW News, NOW
Events, NOW Magazine and The NOW Network
delivered 20+ million views in 2021.
Now Magazine: Old Mutual’s internal magazine for
Mutualites. Bi-monthly magazine
Yammer: Yammer is an enterprise social networking
service similar to Facebook
Now News: Weekly Newsletter (Wednesday morning)
Features short snippets of news from across Old
Mutual Limited
The NOW Network TNN - Old Mutual’s magazine
style television show for Mutualites
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22 YEAR JOURNEY OF THE
OLD MUTUAL FOUNDATION

4. Covid-19 unprecedented year of a global
pandemic
•

• e-Learning, on-line learning, TV and
radio broadcasts, lockdowns and school
closures, ‘new normal’

•

Old Mutual a member of the
Department of Basic Education’s
Covid-19 Steer Team

•

OML Support for Covid-19 Relief &
Recovery Efforts

2. Evolve

01
1999- 2009

1. Laying the Foundation

•

Strengthen foundation and
amend Trust Deed in 2010

•

Staff Community Builder of 1993
grows

•

Award winning Foundation

2010 - 2014

02

03
2015 - 2019
3. Leadership changes
and Education Flagship
Close-Out

•

Initially purely philanthropic

•

Staff Volunteerism programme

•

Leadership changes

•

Foundation established in 1999

•

•

Staff Payroll Giving from 2002

Minimal visibility of
OMF

•

Care and Share from 2005

•

Education flagship
close-out manages to
secure Board approval
for a Phase 2 flagship

05

2020

04

2021 - 2025
NEW STRATEGIC DIRECTION
5. New long-term strategic direction
•

2021 – 2025 OM Foundation strategy
approved March 2021 - Education,
Humanitarian and Disaster support focus
areas

•

2021 – 2025 Literacy and numeracy strategy
anchored on Home Language
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CONTACTS
OLD MUTUAL
No. 1 Mutual Place,
107 Rivonia Road, Sandton,
2146, South Africa
omefp@oldmutual.com
oldmutual.com

Old Mutual Life Assurance Company (SA) Limited is a licensed FSP and Life Insurer.

